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Abstract

Cutting the Last Cord with Wireless Power
Alanson Sample
Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Associate Professor Joshua R. Smith
Computer Science & Engineering and Electrical Engineering

Wireless power technology o↵ers the possibility of ”cutting the last cord”, thereby removing the last remaining wired connections required to power and recharge our electronic
devices. A long standing goal has been to seamlessly deliver wireless power to large areas,
thereby enabling users the freedom and mobility to use their devices in an unencumbered
fashion. The realization of this paradigm would enable an expansive array of new consumer
electronic devices and usage models. Additionally, it would create implanted medical devices capable of long term sensing and actuation and would enable embedded sensors and
sensor networks capable of nearly unlimited operational life times.
However, existing technology falls short of this vision. Inductive charging solutions are
limited in range/orientation and require a docking station or precise placement for e↵ective
operation. Far-field wireless power techniques have greater range, but have limits on the
maximum allowable power transmitted for safety reasons. As a result, existing far-field
wirelessly powered devices, such as RFID tags, are extremely limited in capability.
This dissertation explores several methods of wirelessly powering electronic devices and
presents techniques for rectification, power management, and system design. Demonstrated
transfer ranges vary from meters to kilometers. While delivered power levels vary from
microwatts to tens of watts. The methods presented provide wireless power to large volumes
of space, rather then surface or point charging, and insures safety for the general public.
The first topic uses magnetically coupled resonators for wireless power delivery. New

analysis is presented that yields critical insight into key system concepts, such as frequency
splitting, the maximum operating distance (critical coupling), and the behavior of the system as it becomes under-coupled. A new theoretical model has been developed and is
validated against measured data, and shows an excellent agreement. An adaptive frequency
tuning technique is demonstrated, which compensates for efficiency variations encountered
when the transmitter to receiver distance and/or orientation are varied. This method allows
the receiver to be moved to nearly any position and/or orientation within the range of the
transmitter and still achieve a near constant efficiency of over 70% for a ranges of 0-70 cm.
As an example application a wirelessly power laptop is demonstrated.
The second focus of this dissertation is on devices powered by far-field power transfer techniques. First, The Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) has been
developed as a programmable, battery-free sensing and computational platform, designed
to explore sensor-enhanced radio frequency identification (RFID) applications. The WISP
uses a 16-bit, ultra-low power microcontroller to perform sensing and computation, while
exclusively operating from harvested RF energy at of range of 4.3 meters. Applications
described in this document include photovoltaic enhanced RFID antennas for dual purpose
energy harvesting and a capacitive touch interface for RFID tags. Our team has open
sourced the WISP, and to date there are over 50 universities and research groups around
the world actively working with it.
Additionally, the Wireless Ambient Energy Power (WARP) project has successfully
demonstrated the ability to harvest ambient radio waves and use them to power both a
commercially available home weather station and a custom built wireless sensor node. The
node is capable of harvesting energy, sensing the environment, performing computation,
and communicating wirelessly with a base station. The sensor node has been tested at
a distance of 4.1 kilometers from a 916kW TV tower, resulting in an operational area of
several tens of square kilometers, assuming line of sight to the tower.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

E↵ective means of wireless power delivery can fundamentally change the way we interact
with technology by eliminating the need for a wired connection for powering and recharging
electronic devices. The focus of this research is to investigate methods of cutting that last
cord, thereby enabling new devices and new applications. In the following section I provide
motivation for this work by identifying several classes of applications that significantly
benefit from wireless power. In the next section, I define the scope of my research and
highlight several projects. Finally, I conclude this chapter with an organizational overview
of the technical content presented in this dissertation.
1.1

Motivation

Wireless power technology o↵ers the promise of “cutting the last cord,” allowing devices to
be seamlessly powered and recharged as easily as data is transmitted through the air. The
realization of this paradigm will fundamentally shift the way people use technology. Just as
the advent of wireless communication technology has enabled an expansive array of mobile
products, e↵ective means of wireless power will allow for many new types of mobile devices
and usage models to become feasible.
With ongoing advances in wireless communication and semiconductor technologies, consumer electronics, medical devices, and industrial equipment are becoming smaller, more
portable, and typically more power hungry. However, users are still required to manually
plug in these mobile devices, limiting ultimate mobility and disrupting use when the charge
is depleted. Thus, there is the desire to augment these devices with wireless power capabilities to increase their mobility and reliability. One vision of wireless power is a “smart”
cubical or work space, where a user’s devices are seamlessly powered and charged while
he/she works. This could take the form of wirelessly charged computer peripherals, such
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as mice, keyboards, hard drives, and monitors, which would e↵ectively eliminate the tangle
of wires and power adaptors that plague desks and conference rooms. It is also possible
that such a work space could finally eliminate the need for users to constantly remember
to recharge their personal devices, such as cell phones. Furthermore, as portable devices
shrink in size, connectors become a larger fraction of the total system size. Wireless power
o↵ers the possibility of connector-free electronic devices, which could improve both size and
reliability.
All of these applications require that the wireless power solution be capable of transferring large amounts of power (on the order of 10s of watts) efficiently and over distances
ranging from a few centimeters up to a meter. Also, the wireless power system must be able
to adapt to changes in the environment, whether it be variations in the distance and/or
orientation of the transmitter to receiver, or changes in the power consumption of the load.
Aside from consumer electronics, there are other classes of applications, such as sensor nodes, that would greatly benefit from wireless power and recharging. For instance,
embedded or implanted nodes that have the capability to sense the environment, perform
computation, and communicate wirelessly have the potential to enable a wide range of
applications, such as dense environmental monitoring, sensor rich home and work place
automation, and self-identification and context awareness for everyday objects.
Towards these e↵orts, research on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) based on the mote
sensing platform has been applied to many real-world problems, including wildlife, environment, and infrastructure monitoring. However, the lifetime of these devices is typically
measured in weeks or months, making large-scale and/or long-term deployments impractical
due to finite battery capacity and the resulting maintenance costs associated with battery
replacement. Furthermore, the size, weight, and cost of batteries often limits the feasibility
of many WSN applications.
On the other side of the senor node spectrum are passive RFID tags. Passive tags are
battery-free and powered wirelessly at a range of several meters. These tags are capable of
wireless communication and rudimentary computation. While the functionality of today’s
passive RFID tags is extremely limited, they already represent an invisible layer of computing that is seamlessly embedded in many objects throughout our environment. Thus, there
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is the desire to merge the best qualities of these two devices together, to enhance passive
RFID tags with sensors and computing power, and to add wireless power capabilities to
higher functioning sensor nodes.
1.2

Scope of Proposed Research

There are a variety of di↵erent wireless power transfer mechanisms that can be used to power
consumer electronics and sensor nodes. Each method has its own unique strengths and
weaknesses, which naturally lend themselves to di↵erent usage models (a detailed overview
of these tradeo↵s is presented in section 2.1).
First, a distinction is made between near-field and far-field wireless power transfer methods. The defining factor for far-field wireless power transmission is whether or not the power
is broadcast as a propagating electromagnetic wave, which is launched from the antenna
and does not return. This di↵ers from near-field wireless power transmission, where energy
is stored as a field in the vicinity of the antenna. Ideally, this energy is not lost or dissipated
if unused by a load, rather the energy in the near-field is stored as expanding and collapsing
fields, which oscillate in a cyclic manner. This region is referred to as the reactive nearfield, and extends to a distance of approximately r = /(2⇡). The beginning of the far-field
region is approximated by the Fresnel parameter r = D2 /(4 ), where D is the maximum
overall dimension of the antenna. For the purposes of this report, we will not consider the
area in between the reactive near-field and far-field regions, which is known as the radiative
~ and H
~ fields, which
near-field. This region is characterized by complex and nonuniform E
do not return to the antenna.
The second distinction is made between using deliberate or “planted” wireless power
transmitters vs. unintended or “wild” sources of wireless power, such as ambient radio
waves that can be harvested by a receiver. It is true that in most cases the optimal solution
is to design a complete end-to-end system, consisting of a dedicated power transmitter and
a receiver built into the end device; this is certainly the case for consumer electronics, which
require large amounts of power and space efficient solutions. However, for sensor nodes that
are inherently low in power and more flexible in form factor, it would be advantageous to
harvest ambient radio waves so that dedicated power delivery infrastructure does not need
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to be deployed in remote monitoring applications.
The Wireless Resonant Energy Link (WREL) project (pronounced “whirl”) uses RF
resonators that are coupled magnetically to form a near-field wireless power transfer system. Potential applications include powering: cell phones, laptops, and TVs, as well as
more specialized usages, such as implanted medical devices. One of the advantages is that
magnetically coupled resonators (MCRs) can be used to transfer large amounts of power
safely and efficiently over usable distances. However, this technology is not as mature as
others, and a significant portion of this research is focused on analyzing and measuring the
underlying power transfer mechanism. Additionally, I present an adaptive frequency tuning
technique, which compensates for efficiency variations encountered when the transmitter to
receiver distance and/or orientation is varied. The method demonstrated allows a fixedload receiver to be moved to nearly any position and/or orientation within the range of the
transmitter and still achieve a near constant efficiency of over 70% for a range of 0-70 cm.
The Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) is a programmable, batteryfree sensing and computational platform designed to explore sensor-enhanced radio frequency Identification (RFID) applications. It uses a 16-bit, ultra-low power microcontroller
to perform sensing and computation while exclusively operating from harvested RF energy.
A standard set of sensors that are typically installed on the WISP include: temperature,
ambient light, rectified voltage, and acceleration. Since the WISP is a reconfigurable, PCB
based RFID tag, new and innovative applications can be easily investigated. I present a
method for increasing the range and read rate of RFID tags as well as proposing a novel
sensing method that will enhance the functionality of passive tags.
The last topic that I will focus on is the Wireless Ambient Radio Power (WARP) project.
This work has many similarities to the WISP and wireless sensor nodes, but the transmitters
that wirelessly power WARP devices were never intended to be sources of far-field wireless
power. Consider that radio frequency signals provide a near ubiquitous energy source, due
to the large number of TV, radio, cellular, and WiFi transmitters distributed throughout our
urban environments. While the traditional use of RF energy is information transmission,
it is possible to harvest, convert, and store this energy using dedicated devices. I present
work showing the feasibility of harvesting this power to do temperature sensing tasks, and I
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have developed a full featured sensor node capable of sensing the environment; performing
computation, and communicating wirelessly with a base station, all while being powered o↵
of harvested RF energy.
1.3

Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background information on
wireless power systems, by briefly highlighting notable historical research e↵orts in the field
of wireless power. Section 2.1 presents a detailed overview of the tradeo↵s between di↵erent
wireless power methods and describes typical usage models for each method. Next, section
2.2 addresses health and safety concerns for wireless power systems and outlines the current
regulatory landscape. In particular, it identifies that Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is
the key metric that should be used for determining the safety limits for RF magnetically
coupled resonator systems. Additionally, section 2.3 provides a case study that describes
how the range at which a device (such as an RFID tag) can be wirelessly powered, using
far-field techniques, has doubled every four years due to Moore’s Law and advances in the
semiconductor industry.
Chapter 3 describes my work on the Wireless Resonant Energy Link project. In this section I present a new analysis that yields critical insight into the design of practical systems
and presents a method of adaptive tuning that compensates for variations in transmitter to
receiver orientation and distance. The next three chapters present research I have done related to the Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform. Chapter 4, is a detailed discussion
of the design and characterization of the WISP. Chapter 5 presents a novel, photovoltaic
enhanced UHF RFID tag antenna for dual purpose energy harvesting. Chapter 6 presents
an antenna design for a capacitive touch interface for passive RFID tags. In chapter 7, I
describe the research I have done on harvesting TV signals as a source of energy to power
sensor nodes capable of transmitting data back to a base station. Finally, this dissertation
is concluded in chapter 8 where I provide a summary of the work presented and outline
future research topics.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

Interest in wireless power is certainly not new and significant research e↵orts have gone
into exploring this field. A notable historical example is Nikola Tesla’s work during the turn
of the 19th century on electrostatic induction. His experimental apparatus is known as a
Tesla coil, which capacitively couples high intensity electric fields between two points [60].
Later in his career, Tesla demonstrated wireless power transmission using radio frequency
waves and is credited with the invention of the radio [63].
In the 1960s, William C. Brown pioneered the field of microwave power transmission
using rectennas (or rectifying antennas) [3]. Demonstrations using high gain transmitters
and rectennas for receiving and rectifying have shown wireless power transfer of 30 kW over
a distance of one mile, with total end-to-end efficiency of 84% [39]. Today NASA, along
with several Universities around the world, are continuing Brown’s work in the e↵ort to
beam solar energy, collected in space, down to the earth.
In 2007, Kurs et al [36] demonstrated resonant, non-radiative or evanescent wave wireless
power transfer. This work shows impressive efficiencies at short to moderate ranges with
the potential to safely transfer 10s of watts of power. However, significant work needs to be
done before this method of delivering wireless power can become a general purpose solution.
Confounding the concept of wireless power is overuse of the phrase to include any method
of transferring energy without a wired connection. For instance, the WildCharge Pad from
Pure Energy Solutions, Inc. uses ohmic conduction (i.e. physical contact), but doesn’t
have a physical wire. Other transfer methods that have been given the confusing label
“wireless power” in literature include acoustic and mechanical vibration and thermal conduction. For the purpose of this report, wireless power will refer to quasi-static or dynamic
electromagnetic energy transfer.
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2.1

Modern Wireless Power Systems

Presently, several wireless power techniques are being pursued. It is useful to categorize
these e↵orts in terms of their underlying power transfer mechanism to understand the implications for maximum range, efficiency, and mobility. Additionally, the tradeo↵s between
the absolute magnitude of the power transfer versus safety concerns will be discussed.
Far-field techniques use propagating electromagnetic waves that transfer energy the same
way radios transmit signals. This method has been successfully used to power UHF RFID
tags, which have no batteries and an operating range of ⇠10 meters [1, 54]. One of the
drawbacks to far-field approaches is the inherent tradeo↵ between directionality and transmission efficiency. There are many examples of RF and microwave systems that use high
gain antennas to transfer power over kilometer distances at efficiencies of over 90% [3, 39].
These systems su↵er from the need for sophisticated tracking and alignment equipment to
maintain a line of sight (point to point) connection in unstructured and dynamic environments.
Alternatively, RF broadcast methods, which transmit power in an omni-directional pattern, allow for power transfer anywhere in the coverage area. In this case, mobility is
maintained, but end to end efficiency is lost since power density decreases with a 1/r2 dependence. This results in received power levels many orders of magnitude less than what
was transmitted [52].
Inductive coupling (or near-field) techniques do not rely on propagating electromagnetic
waves. Instead, they operate at a distance that is less than a wavelength of the signal being
transmitted. Applications include rechargeable toothbrushes and the recent proliferating
“power” surfaces [24]. These techniques can be very efficient, but are limited to transmission
distances of about a centimeter. Alternatively, near-field RFID pushes the limit on distance
by sacrificing efficiency. Near-field tags have a range of tens of centimeters, but only receive
power in the microwatt range with 1

2% transmission efficiency [1].

Previously demonstrated magnetically coupled resonators used for wireless power transfer [5, 6, 32, 34, 37, 38, 68] have shown the potential to deliver power with more efficiency
than far-field approaches and at longer ranges then traditional inductively coupled schemes.
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However, this prior work is limited to a fixed distance and orientation, with efficiency falling
o↵ rapidly when the receiver is moved away from its optimal operating point.
Finally, laser based wireless power systems have shown promising results. In this case,
the light beams are still propagating electromagnetic waves.

However, the conversion

method to DC relies on the quantum nature of light rather then its electromagnetic properties. Additionally, laser based systems are inherently point to point transfer methods and
still su↵er from the need for sophisticated tracking and alignment equipment to maintain
the line of sight connection [8]. It is worth while to note that for typical solar cells and solar
energy harvesting applications there is not a dedicated or man-made transmitter. This suggests the possibility of harvesting other sources of lower frequency electromagnetic energy
that are not used for the purpose of wireless power.
All of the aforementioned techniques use di↵erent underlining energy transfer mechanisms and have vastly di↵erent usage models and trade o↵s. However, none of the wireless
power solutions that exist today truly meet the vision of a useful general purpose wireless
power system. First and foremost a wireless power system should be safe for use by the
general public in uncontrolled environments. Second, it should have a range beyond a few
millimeters, and should allow for device mobility in terms of orientation and range in uncontrolled environments. Third, a wireless power delivery system should provide enough
power to the end device so that it can do useful work.
Finally, it is not sufficient to simply develop a mechanism to transfer energy wirelessly. It
is necessary to consider the implications to the entire system, particularly the receive device.
Significant research e↵orts need to be done to address the following issues: maintaining
high RF to DC rectification efficiency as the source impedance (antenna output) and load
resistance (application) varying. Second, power management algorithm and circuit blocks
need to be developed that can handle variable and intermittent power from a wireless power
transfer mechanism. The rectification and/or conversion of RF to DC power has significant
impacts on the performance of the system especially when the antennas output impedance
is variable and when the load power is variable.
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2.2

Electromagnetic Safety for Wireless Power Systems

Recently, the use of coupled magnetic resonators has demonstrated the ability to achieve
relatively high power transfer efficiency over relatively long distances [32,36]. Such methods
o↵er the potential to deliver power in configurations not confined to close contact between
the transmitter and receiver. A wide variety of human exposure conditions may be presented, depending on usage model and antenna geometry.
It is advantageous to operate wireless power systems based on coupled magnetic resonance in the low MHz range (approximately 1-20 MHz). For lower frequencies, it is difficult
to achieve high-Q coils with dimensions appropriate for mobile devices. The shorter wavelengths of higher frequencies limit the spatial extent of the near-field coupling interaction.
It may be particularly desirable to operate within bands designated internationally for Industrial, Scientific, and Medical purposes (e.g. 13.56 MHz).
From an RF safety perspective, it is important to identify the conditions under which potential product embodiments may demonstrate compliance with international safety guidelines. Very little work on exposure to wireless power systems is available in the current
literature. Yuan et al. evaluated the influence of nearby persons on the transmission efficiency of a wireless power system using simplified models, but human exposure was not
evaluated [67].
Further, the understanding of appropriate evaluation metrics continues to be the source
of much confusion. Some have attempted to assess compliance based on incident fields [57].
However, for near-field exposure scenarios, incident field assessment significantly overestimates human exposure [31, 44] and cannot be used for accurate compliance evaluation. For
near field systems, compliance should be evaluated in terms of Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR), in W/kg.
At the international level, safety guidelines for EM exposure of workers/general public
and controlled/uncontrolled environments have been issued by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP Guidelines, 1998 [23]) and the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE C95.1-1999 [25] and IEEE C95.1-2005 [27]).
The ICNIRP Guidelines form the basis for national regulations in several countries such as
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the countries of the EU. The legally enforced values in the USA are based on a mixture
of the NCRP(National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements) 1986 [45] and
IEEE 1992 [26] guidelines.
Between 100 kHz and 10 GHz, ICNIRP provides basic restrictions for electromagnetic
fields in terms of the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) in the body in order to prevent wholebody heat stress and excessive localized tissue heating. For the general public, a whole-body
averaged SAR limit of 0.08 W/kg and a localized SAR limit of 2 W/kg in the head and
trunk (averaged over 10 grams of tissue) are provided. In the latest version of IEEE C95.1,
these same SAR limits are applied for the general public between 100 kHz and 6 GHz [27].
The SAR limit for the extremities (and for the pinnae in IEEE C95.1-2005) is 4 W/kg
averaged over 10 grams of tissue, although the IEEE and ICNIRP standards have di↵erent
definitions of extremities. Additionally, IEEE C95.1-1999 [25], IEEE C95.1-1992 [26] and
US regulations define a limit of 1.6 W/kg averaged over any 1 gram of tissue.
The frequency range of interest for wireless power transmission is in a transition region
where a second basic restriction is also provided to prevent electrostimulation of muscle
and nerve tissues. ICNIRP provides a basic restriction on current density in mA/m2 for
frequencies between 1 Hz and 10 MHz, and IEEE C95.1-2005 provides a basic restriction on
induced electric field between 3 kHz and 5 MHz. These basic restrictions are more limiting
for pulsed fields having low duty cycles, whereas SAR limits are more limiting for continuous
wave exposure [27]. SAR limits will be applied in this paper as they are more relevant for
the system investigated.
Both standards have also derived reference levels for worst-case incident electric field
strength (V/m) and magnetic field strength (A/m and µT). Reference levels are derived
from the basic restrictions based on uniform plane wave and whole body exposure with the
most e↵ectively coupling polarization. The reason for deriving reference levels is that the
incident fields are often much easier to measure than SAR or induced fields. However, in the
strongly nonuniform and reactive near field region, the incident fields are poorly correlated to
the basic restrictions, and they significantly overestimate the real exposure [44]. Evaluations
of near-field communication (NFC) systems [7] and contactless smartcard readers [31] have
demonstrated this for systems operating in the low MHz.
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2.3

Friis Path Loss and Moore’s Law

As part of the larger discussion on wireless power, it is important to identify key, game
changing factors, which were not applicable to wireless power pioneers such as Tesla and
Brown. First and foremost, the innovation in integrated circuit manufacturing over the last
few decades has dramatically decreased the amount of power consumed by electronic devices.
Secondly, advancements in our understanding of the e↵ects of radio waves on the human
body have set safety limits on the amount of power that can be legally transmitted from an
antenna. The result is that, although the amount of power that can be transmitted in the
far-field will not increase, the amount of power required for a particular computational load
has decreased, and will continue to do so over time. The following case study outlines the
implication for range scaling as a function of advances in the semiconductor industry. This
particular example focuses on far-field based wireless power transfer techniques applicable
to UHF RFID systems.
There are regulatory limitations on the amount of RF power that can be transmitted
for health and safety reasons, as well as to limit interference with other devices using the
same spectrum. For instance, in the United States the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) limits the power transmitted in the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) radio
band (902 MHz - 928 MHz) to 4W (EIRP) [18]. E↵ective Isotropic Radiation Power (EIRP),
also known as Equivalent Isotropic Radiation Power, refers to the peak power density that
a theoretical isotropic antenna (which distributes power evenly in all directions) would
produce for a given input power. Basically, the FCC limits the amount of power per unit
volume to insure safety.
The second factor that defines the range at which a load can be wirelessly powered is
the fundamental propagation of the electromagnetic wave through space. In an ideal case,
the power radiating from an isotropic source travels in a uniform sphere that grows in size
as the wave travels away from the source. Since the surface area of the sphere increases
with distance, the power density at any one location (i.e. fix surface area) on the sphere will
decrease with distance. This phenomenon is described in the Friis transmission equation
(2.1), also refered to as the Friis path loss equation.
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The power received is denoted as PR ; power transmitted is PT , transmit and receive
antenna gains are GT and GR ,

is wavelength, and r is range from transmit to receive

antenna. We can rewrite this to solve for range as a function of the other parameters (2.2).
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If we interpret PR as the power required to execute a certain workload, then it is straightforward to turn this expression into a range feasibility condition, setting PR to be the minimum power necessary to execute a fixed workload and r is then the maximum range at
which that workload can be wirelessly powered.
Transistor scaling, predicted by Moore’s law, is driving down the minimum power requirements to perform a fixed computational workload (a fixed number of instructions per
second) because with each technology generation the minimum achievable energy per instruction drops.
Figure 2.1 presents historical and extrapolated microprocessor efficiency scaling alongside range scaling. The upper line, microprocessor efficiency, is in units of instructions per
µJ. (These units were chosen because they turn out to yield the same numerical scale as
meters.) The microprocessor efficiency data was derived from historical data sheets. An
exponential fit of the data yields the following expression (2.3) for the efficiency scaling.

M oore0 s Law :

Instruction/ sec
/ 20.46t
PR

(2.3)

Next, the Friis transmission equation (2.1) is used to extrapolate the range at which a
fixed work load can be powered (bottom line), given constant transmit power, frequency,
and antenna gains. An exponential fit of this line yields the range scaling expression in
equations (2.4).

F riis(M oore(t)) : Distance / 20.23t

(2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Range scaling of radiative wirelessly powered devices. Upper line (left scale):
microprocessor efficiency, measured in instructions per µJ. The doubling time is approximately 2 years. Lower line (right scale): range in meters at which sufficient power can be
delivered wirelessly to run a workload of 60k instructions per second. Range doubling time
is approximately 4 years for a constant computational load.
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Thus, the doubling time for microprocessor efficiency is about 2 years, while the doubling
time for the range (at which a fixed work load can be powered) is about 4 years. From this,
we can see that Moore’s law is a key enabler of usable wireless power systems. For example,
if scaling continues at the same rate until 2020, we would expect that sufficient power for
the 60k IPS workload (approximately the work load of a WISP) would be available at a
range of greater than 40m.
It is important to note that the Friis-Moore range scaling argument will most likely
not hold true for RFID tags or other ultra-low power systems in the future, due to some
fundamental limitations of CMOS technology. The problem is that the efficiency at which
RF power can be rectified into DC power will not hold constant with time (i.e. process
nodes). Since constant electric field scaling, which has driven the semiconductor market for
the last 30 years, is no longer viable in deep sub-micron technology, the threshold voltages
for transistors are no longer decreasing.
This means that even though the amount of harvested power needed from the antenna
is decreasing (since the required power for an application is decreasing), there will not be
sufficient voltage to meet the voltage threshold of the diode connected transistors, assuming
a fixed line impedance (i.e. voltage to current ratio). As a result, it becomes increasingly harder to both e↵ectively impedance match and maintain rectifier efficiency. Thus,
even though the instructions per µJ will most likely continue to increase with time as predicted, energy conversion will be a limiting factor for RFID. This issue is not a factor for
high power applications, where there is typically sufficient voltage to activate the rectifier
diodes/transistors.
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Chapter 3
WIRELESS RESONANT ENERGY LINK

Advances in wireless communication and semiconductor technology have enabled a wide
variety of portable consumer electronic, medical, and industrial devices. However, users
are still required to manually plug in these mobile devices, limiting ultimate mobility and
disrupting use when charge is depleted. Furthermore, as portable devices shrink, connectors
become a larger fraction of system size. Wireless power o↵ers the possibility of connectorfree electronic devices, which could improve both size and reliability. Thus, there is the
desire to use wireless power technology to eliminate the remaining wired power connection.
Previously demonstrated magnetically coupled resonators used for wireless power transfer [5, 6, 32, 34, 37, 38, 68] have shown the potential to deliver power with more efficiency
than far-field approaches, and at longer ranges then traditional inductively coupled schemes.
However, this prior work is limited to a fixed distance and orientation, with efficiency falling
o↵ rapidly when the receiver is moved away from its optimal operating point.
In my work presented here [53] we extend prior analysis of coupled magnetic resonance to
elucidate several key system concepts including: frequency splitting, critical coupling, and
impedance matching. We present a model of magnetically coupled resonators in terms of
passive circuit elements and derive system optimization parameters. Additionally, a method
for automatically tuning the wireless power system is demonstrated so that the maximum
possible transfer efficiency is obtained for nearly any distance and/or orientation as long
as the receiver is within the working range of the transmitter. This is important from a
practical standpoint because in many applications, such as laptop recharging, the range
and orientation of the receive device with respect to the transmit device varies with user
behavior [65].
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the magnetically coupled resonant wireless power system consisting of
an RF amplifier, on the left, capable of measuring the forward and reflected power. A two
element transmitter, made of a signal turn drive loop and high Q coil, wirelessly powers the
receiver on the right.

3.1

System Overview

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of a wireless power system using magnetically coupled resonators. The transmit antenna consists of a single turn drive loop and a multi-turn spiral
coil. When the RF amplifier powers the drive loop the resulting oscillating magnetic field
excites the Tx coil which stores energy in the same manner as a discrete LC tank. Another
way to think about this two element transmitter is as a tuned step-up transformer, where
the source is connected to the primary (the Tx loop) and the secondary (the Tx coil) is
left open. The receive side functions in a similar manner, although a load replaces the
power source and the system functions as a step-down transformer from the viewpoint of
the receive coil.
The key interaction occurs between the two coils each of which is a high-Q LCR tank
resonator. Just as the loop and coil are magnetically coupled, the transmit and receive coils
share a mutual inductance which is a function of the geometry of the coils and the distance
between them. In order to gain an intuitive understanding of how magnetically coupled
resonators can efficiently transfer energy back and forth, it is useful to recall the properties
of coupled oscillating systems.
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Consider the case of two pendulums connected by a spring, which is analogous to magnetically coupled LCR tanks [20]. In this classic physics example, the two pendulums will
form a single system which can oscillates in two modes: one of higher and one of lower
frequency than the fundamental frequency of an individual pendulum. Furthermore, the
frequency separation of the two modes is dependent on the sti↵ness (or coupling) of the
spring. As this sti↵ness decreases, the degree of frequency separation (referred to as frequency splitting) also decreases until the two modes converge to the fundamental frequency
of a single pendulum. This indicates that when driving coupled resonators, there can be
more than one mode or tuned frequency. This also means that the resonant frequency of
the system will change as a function of the coupling, and in the case of the wireless power
system, coupling is dependent on the distance between the transmit and receive coils.
Another significant property of coupled oscillators is that the amount of coupling defines
the rate of energy transfer, not its efficiency [20]. For the coupled pendulums the spring
constant defines how much energy is transfered from one mass to the other per cycle. The
sti↵er the spring, the more energy is imparted per cycle; efficiency, on the other hand, is
determined entirely by energy losses, due to friction in a pendulum or equivalently parasitic
resistance in the coils. To the extent that these losses can be neglected, energy not transferred to the receive coil remains in the transmit coil. Thus, even if the coupling is very
small (limiting the rate of energy transfer), the efficiency can still be very high, for coils
that are high in Q. This is a somewhat counterintuitive result for wireless power systems,
especially when compared to the case of omni directional far-field antennas which show a
1/r2 dependence for efficiency, and inductive coupling which has a 1/r3 dependence.
Finally, the mechanisms for driving and extracting work from coupled resonant systems
add additional constraints. To highlight this, the pendulum example can be modified by
attaching a dashpot to extract work from one of the masses while sinusoidally driving
the other pendulum at one of the system’s resonant frequencies. If the amount of power
transferred through the spring each cycle is not enough to provide power to the load of the
dashpot, the magnitude of the pendulum oscillation will begin to decay. In order to avoid
this situation, the sti↵ness of the spring can be increased so that it imparts more energy
per cycle, bringing the system back into equilibrium. This means that for every load there
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is a minimum amount of coupling that is necessary to maintain the system at equilibrium.
Equivalently, when driving the wireless power system with an RF source and using a load
resistor on the receiver to extract work from the system, the amount of coupling defines how
much energy is transfered per cycle. This means that there is a distance (called the critical
coupling point) beyond which the system can no longer drive a given load at maximum
efficiency.
The following sections will build upon the concepts of frequency splitting, critical coupling, and damping/impedance matching. First, an analytic model of the magnetically
coupled resonator system is presented in section 3.2. This is followed by derivations of key
system parameters and figures of merit in section 3.3. Section 3.4 compares our model
and theoretical predictions of system performance to measured results. Finally, section 3.6
describes adaptive tuning techniques used to achieve near constant efficiency vs. distance
while the receiver is within range of the transmitter.
3.2

Circuit Model and Transfer Function

The magnetically coupled resonator system can be represented in terms of lumped circuit
elements (L, C, and R). Figure 3.2 shows a straightforward circuit diagram that can be
used for hand analysis or for SPICE simulations.
The schematic consists of four resonant circuits, linked magnetically by coupling coefficients k12 , k23 , k34 . Starting from the left, the drive loop is excited by a source with finite
output impedance, Rsource . A simple one-turn drive loop can be modeled as an inductor
(L1 ) with parasitic resistance, Rp1 . A capacitor (C1 ) is added to make the drive loop resonant at the frequency of interest. The transmit coil consists of a multi-turn air core spiral
inductor (L2 ), with parasitic resistance (Rp2 ). The geometry of the Tx coil determines
its self-capacitance which is represented as C2 . Inductors L1 and L2 are connected with
coupling coefficient k12 ; the receive side is defined similarly. Finally, the transmitter and
receiver coils are linked by coupling coefficient, k23 . A typical implementation of the system
would have the drive loop and Tx coil built into a single device such that k12 would be fixed.
Similarly, k34 would also be fixed. Thus k23 is the remaining uncontrolled value which varies
as a function of the distances between the transmitter to receiver.
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Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuit model of the wireless power system. Each of the four antenna
elements are modeled as series resonators, which are linked by mutual inductances via
coupling coefficients.

This circuit model provides a convenient reference for analysis of the transfer characteristics of a magnetically coupled resonator system. For the sake of simplicity the cross
coupling terms (k13 , k24 , k14 ) are neglected in the following analysis. The simplified model
where Kirchho↵’s voltage law can be applied to determine the currents in each resonant
circuit in equation (3.1), where the coupling coefficient is defined in equation (3.2).
✓

◆
1
I1 RSource + Rp1 + j!L1 +
+ j!I2 M12 = VS
j!C1
✓
◆
1
I2 Rp2 + j!L2 +
+ j! (I1 M12 I3 M23 ) = 0
j!C2
✓
◆
1
I3 Rp3 + j!L3 +
+ j! (I4 M34 I2 M23 ) = 0
j!C3
✓
◆
1
I4 RLoad + RP 4 + j!L4 +
+ j!I3 M34 = 0
j!C4
Mxy
kxy = p
, 0 6 kxy 6 1
Lx Ly

(3.1)

(3.2)

These four KVL equations are simultaneously solved for the voltage across the load
resistor and yield equation (3.3), with the substitution in equation (3.4).
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B
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+k23 L2 L3 Z1 Z4 + k34 L3 L4 Z1 Z2

(3.3)

Z1 = Rp1 + RSource + j!L1 - j/(!C1 )
Z2 = Rp2 + j!L2 - j/(!C2 )

(3.4)

Z3 = Rp3 + j!L3 - j/(!C3 )
Z4 = Rp4 + RLoad + j!L4 - j/(!C4 )
The system transfer function (3.3) is plotted in figure 3.3 for the circuit values shown in
Table I. This plot shows S21 magnitude as a function of frequency and coupling coefficient
k23 . For consistency, power transfer will be represented in terms of linear magnitude scattering parameters (|S21 |), which is important experimentally since it can be measured with a
vector network analyzer for later comparison. The entire wireless power transfer apparatus
can be viewed as a two-port network (one port being the input, fed by the source, and the
other the output, feeding the load). Using equation (3.3) one can calculate the equivalent
S21 scattering parameter using [11, 43] which results in equation (3.5).

S21

VLoad
=2
VSource

✓

RSource
RLoad

◆1/2

(3.5)

In figure 3.3, frequency splitting is clearly visible as the value of k23 is increased. A
SPICE simulation reveals that indeed the lower frequency mode of the two coils is in phase,
while the higher frequency mode is 180 out of phase. As the coupling between the coils
decreases, the frequency separation also decreases until the two modes converge at fo . This
point is called the critical coupling point and represents the farthest distance at which
maximum power efficiency is still achievable (since k23 is proportional to 1/distance3 ).
When k23 is greater than kcritical , the system is said to be overcoupled and operating at
either resonance will result in maximum power transfer efficiency. Conversely, when k23
is less then kcritical , the system is undercoupled and the amount of power delivered to the
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Figure 3.3: S21 magnitude as a function of frequency and transmitter to receiver coupling
k23 for the simplified circuit model given the values in table I. The highlighted red volume
is the over coupled regime, where frequency splitting occurs and transfer efficiency can be
maintained independent of distance if the correct frequency is chosen.
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Table 3.1: Circuit Values Used to Evaluate the Simplified Model

PARAMETER
Rsource, RLoad
L1, L4
C1, C4
Rp1, Rp4
K12, K34
L2, L3
C2, C3
Rp2, Rp3
k23
f0
Frequency

VALUE
50 Ω
1.0 uH
235 pF
0.25 Ω
0.10
20.0 uH
12.6 pF
1.0 Ω
0.0001 to 0.30
10 MHz
8 MHz to 12 MHz

load begins to fall o↵ precipitously with distance. The red dashed box outlined in figure
3.3 encloses the ‘magic regime’ where near-constant efficiency vs. distance can be achieved
if the correct frequency is selected. This is dramatically di↵erent from typical far-field or
near-field systems where efficiency drops o↵ rapidly with distance. An adaptive frequency
tuning method, used to insure that the maximum possible transfer efficiency is achieved at
any distance within the ‘magic regime’ is described in Section 3.6.1.
3.3

Derivations of critical coupling and system parameters

Further analysis of the transfer function (3.3) allows insight into which circuit parameters
can be used to optimize the performance of the wireless power system. First, the equation
of critical coupling will be derived by substituting the term for series quality factor and
resonant frequency, shown in equation (3.6), into the transfer function (3.3).
1
Qi =
Ri
✓

VLoad
VSource

r

◆

Li
!i Li
1
1
=
=
, !i = p
Ci
Ri
! i Ri C i
Li Ci

|!=!0

=

2 Q2 Q2
ikcc klc
coil loop
2
2 Q2
2
kcc
coil + (1 + klc Qcoil Qloop )

(3.6)

(3.7)
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Here the “ith ” subscript denotes the circuit elements in figure 3.2 for example, i = 1 denotes the elements in the the drive loop (L1 , C1 , Rp1 ). It should be noted that the expression
for !i represents the free resonant frequency of each loop and coil, which does not include
the damping factor attributed to the resistance in the LCR tank. This approximation has
a negligible e↵ect on !i and only accounts for a deviation of ±0.25% in the final transfer
function. For simplicity, the system is defined to be symmetrical, with the quality factor of
the Tx and Rx coils equal, Qcoil = Q2 = Q3 , and the quality factors of the Tx and Rx loops
equal, Qloop = Q1 = Q4 . The symmetric loop-to-coil coupling, k12 = k34 , will be denoted
klc . We will also assume Rsource = Rload , Rp1 << Rsource , Rp4 << Rload , and that the
uncoupled resonant frequency of each element is defined to be !0 . To maintain consistency,
the notation for the symmetric case, coil to coil coupling (k23 ) will be renamed kcc . Finally,
for the sake of brevity, only the derivation for the voltage gain at the center frequency !0 is
presented in equation (3.7). This function represents a 2D slice of figure 3.3 along the center
frequency of 10 MHz, whose apex is the critical coupling point of the system. Furthermore,
equation (3.7) is equivalent to voltage gain in equation (3.3) for ! = !0 .
In order to find the function that predicts critical coupling point kcritical , the derivative
of (3.7) is taken with respect to kcc . Setting the result to zero and solving for kcc yields
equation (3.8), where all variables are defined to be positive.

kcritical =

1
2
+ klc
Qloop
Qcoil

(3.8)

Here kcritical defines the extent of the ’magic regime’ as shown in figure 3.3. In order to
find magnitude at the critical coupling point, kcritical is substituted back into kcc in equation
(3.7). The resulting equation represents the maximum efficiency achievable at the furthest
possible operation point before the system becomes under-coupled. Using equation (3.5)
and recalling that Rload = Rsource , this voltage gain (VLoad /VSource ) at the critical coupling
point can be converted into the scattering parameters, which will be denoted |S21 |critical in
equation (3.9).

|S21 |critical =

2Q
2Q
klc
klc
coil Qloop
loop
=
2Q
k
1 + klc
Q
critical
coil loop

(3.9)
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Figure 3.4: Efficiency vs. critical coupling range: |S21 |critical vs. kcritical trade o↵ curve as
a function of the tuning parameter klc , with our system’s operating point indicated (large
dot at klc =0.135).

Recall that in order to maximize range, we must minimize kcritical because this increases
the extent of the ‘magic regime’, which spans from kcritical to 1.0. Examining equation (3.8)
shows that reducing klc lowers kcritical and therefore increases range. However, according
to equation (3.9), reducing klc also reduces efficiency. Indeed, the choice of klc trades o↵
the efficiency level in the ‘magic regime’ (height of the V-shaped ridge) vs. the extent of
the ‘magic regime’ (spatial length of V-shaped ridge). Figure 3.4 is a plot of this trade o↵
curve, |S21 |critical vs. kcritical , as a function of the common parameter klc .
The area under this trade o↵ curve serves as a useful figure of merit (FOM) for system
performance. An optimal wireless power system, which could losslessly deliver power at an
infinite range (coupling ! 0) would have a FOM of unity. For the symmetrical case the
FOM integral can be evaluated analytically. Assuming that Qcoil > 1, the area under the
tradeo↵ curve is equation (3.10).
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F OM =

Z

1
0

|S21 |critical dkcritical = 1

1
Qcoil

ln Qcoil
Qcoil

(3.10)

The FOM is only dependent on Qcoil and is independent of Qloop . The quality factor
of the resonators (coils) entirely determines this measure of system performance, which
approaches unity in the limit of infinite Qcoil . The measured Qcoil values for our system are
around 300 and 400, corresponding to FOM = .978 and FOM = .982. Choosing a feasible
value of Qloop is the next important design question. To derive a guideline, we will find an
expression for the ‘knee’ of the range-efficiency tradeo↵ curve, which is defined as the point
at which the slope equals unity in figure 3.4. Solving d|S21 |critical /dkcritical = 1 for kcritical ,
we find:

1/2

kcriticalknee = Qcoil

(3.11)

If Qloop is too small, then even when setting klc to its maximum value of 1.0, kcritical
will not be able to reach kcriticalknee . To find the minimum necessary Qloop value, we
can solve equation (3.8) for Qloop with kcritical = kcriticalknee and klc = 1, which yields
1/2

Qloop = (Qcoil

1/2

1
1)Qcoil
⇡ Qcoil

for large Qcoil . Specifically, a good operating point on
1/2

the tradeo↵ curve should be achievable as long as QLoop > Qcoil . For Qcoil = 300, this
condition becomes Qloop > 0.06. In our working system the loaded Qloop values are around
0.9, about one order of magnitude larger than this limit.
The key conclusion is that QCoil determines system performance (as measured by our
FOM), as long as a minimum threshold value of Qloop is exceeded. The actual value of Qloop
(less than 1 for our system) is dominated by the source and load impedances. The larger
QCoil is, the smaller the required minimum Qloop . Conversely, moving to a more demanding
load (with Qloop below the current threshold value) can be accomplished by sufficiently
increasing QCoil .
3.4

Parameter Extraction and Measurement Techniques

The model derived in section 3.2 provides a useful transfer function of the wireless power
system. However, this circuit model is expressed in terms of Ri , Li , and Ci and does not
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reflect the physical geometry of the loops and coils. In order to compare the model to a real
world system the values for inductance, capacitance, and resistance must be determined for
each of the four resonant circuits. Additionally, the mutual inductance between the four
resonant circuits is dependent on the radius and number of turns of the coils and loops as
well as the distance between the elements.
One of the significant challenges when comparing the theoretical model to measured
data is the accurate estimation of these free parameters. For example, published closedform solutions for estimating the self capacitance of a helix or spiral resonators are only
accurate to within 10-15% [15, 40]. Furthermore, when calculating the wire resistance,
approximations can be made for both ohmic loss and high frequency skin depth, but the
oxidation of the metal, mechanical surface conditions, and the quality of solder joints on
the loops cannot easily be modeled. Since small inaccuracies in the calculations of these
parameters will cause the quality factor of the resonators to vary significantly, we rely on
empirically measured determined circuit parameter values.
In RF and microwave engineering resonant structures are often used as the building
blocks for filters, oscillators, and impedance transformers. As a result a number of standard measurement techniques have been developed to extract parameters such as resonant
frequency, coupling coefficient, and unloaded Q factor [29]. These techniques typically use
a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) to measure the scattering parameters of a Device Under
Test (DUT) and then employ a computer to solve for the quantities of interest. Since a
VNA can sample a large number of data points the problem space is over defined, allowing
for a reliable fit with error estimation. These techniques have been adapted to measure
circuit values for the drive and load loops, as well as for the transmit and receive coils.
Figure 3.5 shows the experimental setup used to validate the theoretical model. The
transmitter on the left consists of a small drive loop centered within a flat spiral transmit
resonator. The drive loop is 28 cm in diameter, with a series connected variable capacitor
used to tune the system to 7.65 MHz. An SMA connector is also placed in series so that
an RF amplifier can drive the system, as depicted in the circuit diagram in figure 3.2.
The large transmit coil starts with an outer diameter of 59 cm and spirals inwards with
a pitch of 1 cm for approximately 6 turns. The resonant frequency of ⇠7.65 MHz was
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of the transmitter and receiver used in the wireless power system.
For scale the outside diameter of the large coils is 59 cm.

determined experimentally and is not intended to correlate with the resonant frequency of
the mathematical example in section 3.2. Since it is difficult to accurately predict the self
capacitance of the coils, the resonant frequency is tuned by manually trimming the end of
the spiral until each coil individually resonates at ⇠7.65 MHz. The receiver is constructed
similarly. All elements are made of 2.54 mm diameter copper wire and is supported by
Plexiglas armatures.

3.4.1

Parameter Extraction and Estimation

Section 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.1.2 describe the measurement techniques used to independently
determine the lumped circuit values for each of the four resonant circuits. These values
will be inserted back into the transfer function 3.3 for later comparison to measured data.
Since the mutual inductance and thus coupling coefficient is not directly measurable, the
algorithm presented in section 3.4.1.3 is used to calculate the coupling of each of the loops
and coils at varying distances.
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3.4.1.1

Extraction of Loop Parameters

First, a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is used to measure the scattering parameters of a
Device Under Test (DUT) as a function of frequency. Next, an impedance model of the DUT
is fitted to the complex S11 data using an unconstrained nonlinear optimization routine to
solve for the free variables. Since a VNA can sample a large number of data points, the
problem is over-constrained, allowing for a reliable fit with error estimation.
Figure (3.6) shows a circuit diagram of a single loop with input impedance Zin as seen
by the source. Equation 3.12 represents a mathematical model of the circuit model of the
single loop. Equation 3.13 is the transform to used convert the impedance parameters (Z11 )
to scattering parameters (S11 ). In order to determine the capacitance, inductance, and
parasitic resistance of the drive and load loops, each device is isolated from the rest of the
system and a VNA is used to measure its S11 scattering parameters. This measurement
consists of a 1601 point frequency sweep centered at 7.65 MHz with a span of 4 MHz and
is shown in the right panel of figure (3.6).
Next the model in equation 3.13 and 3.12 is fitted to the S11 data using an unconstrained
nonlinear optimization function for the free variables C, Rp, and L. The right side of figure
(3.6) shows the raw data and fitted model for the drive loop. The coefficient of determination
(R2 ) is used to quantify the quality of the fit, where 0  R2  1 with a value 1 indicating
a perfect match between the fitted model and measurements. In this case the drive loop
R2 = 0.9999, and the lumped circuit values are reported in Table II.

Zin = Rp + j!L +

S11 =
3.4.1.2

1
j!C

Zin 50
Zin + 50

(3.12)

(3.13)

Extraction of Coil Parameters

The method for extracting the circuit parameters for the resonant coils is complicated by
the fact that there is no direct way to connect the coils to the VNA. To work around this
issue, the loops that were characterized in the previous section are used to magnetically
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Figure 3.6: Circuit diagram of the drive loop (left) and measured and extracted S11 data
(right).
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Figure 3.7: Circuit diagram of drive loop and transmit coil along with (left) and measured
and extracted S11 data (right).

couple in to the coils, and the two body system is then measured and analyzed. The left
panel of figure 3.7 shows a circuit diagram of the measurement setup.
The circuit is analyzed as an ideal transformer and Z2 in equation 3.14 is a transformation
of the impedance of the coil as seen from the primary side. In the derivation for input
impedance the values of Z2 always appears in a ratio with L2 , so that the values of L2 , C2 ,
and Rp2 cannot be directly disambiguated. Thus, equation 3.14 is written in terms of Q
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factor, coupling coefficient, and resonant frequency of the coil. Next the fitting routine is
used to find the free parameters Q, fo , and k12 with the constants of the loop determined
in the previous step. The right panel of figure 3.7 shows the measured S11 data for the
drive loop and Tx coil and the resulting model fit. The extracted values lumped circuit
are reported in Table II, and the R2 value of the fit is 0.9999. Although not critical for
characterizing the coils, the inductance will be estimated using Neumann’s formula in the
next section and Rp and C can be calculated from the extracted value of the unloaded Q
and resonant frequency. However, the model validation could equally be done using the
asymmetric Q form of the transfer function as described by equations 3.7.

Z0 =

Z2
!o 2
!o
= j!(1 + k 2 ) +
+
L2
j!
Qo

Zin = R1 +

1
j!L1 Z 0
+
j!C1 j!k 2 + Z 0

S11 =

3.4.1.3

Zin 50
Zin + 50

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

Calculation of Self and Mutual Inductance

The coupling coefficients that link the four resonant circuits are key parameters for predicting the behavior of the system. Since each coupling coefficient is dependent on the
mutual-inductances between two elements and the self-inductances of each, it is necessary
to calculate both these quantities for the spiral coil resonators.
In order to find the self-inductance of the coil resonators, the technique suggested in [10]
is used to approximate a flat spiral as a series of concentric loops of wire. Figure 3.8 shows
a conceptual diagram of the model, where each turn of the spiral is replaced with a loop,
and the pitch of the spiral defines the spacing between each loop. Using Neumanns formula
for concentric, axial rings [46] the equations for self-inductance and mutual-inductance are
shown in equations 3.17 and 3.18, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Concentric ring approximation for a spiral coil.
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(3.18)

Here, the radius of the ring is Ri and the wire radius is ri . The parameters z in equation
3.18 represents the distance between two rings along the common axis, and is zero when
calculating self inductance. Using equation 3.19 the total self inductance of the spiral coil
(Lspiral )can be calculated by summing the inductance (Li ) contributed by each ring and
the mutual inductance (Mij ) each ring experiences from its neighbors.

Lspiral =

n
X
i=1

0
1
n X
n
X
Li + @
Mij A
i=1 j=1

(3.19)
fori6=j
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Figure 3.9: Approximation for calculating the mutual inductance of two coaxial spiral coils.

In order to find the mutual inductance between two coils or between a loop and a coil,
the concentric ring approximation can be expanded upon to include two devices separated
by distance. Figure 3.15 shows the diagram of the formula setup where the upper series
of rings represents coil ‘A’ and lower set of rings represents coil ‘B’. Here the two coils are
separated by a distance z along the common axis of the rings. Equation 3.20 sums the
mutual inductance each ring experiences from all the elements of the other body, resulting
in the total mutual inductance. Equation 3.21 is used to calculate coupling coefficients of
the two coils using their self and mutual inductance. In later section, this technique for
calculating the coupling coefficients for varying distances will be used along with the circuit
model to predict the behavior of the wireless power system.
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Table 3.2: Measured lumped elements values for each individual circuit elements of the
experimental transmitter and receiver.

TRANSMITTER
COMPONENT

L1
C1
Rp1
Rsource
Q1
F1
K12
Q2
Fo2
L2
C2
Rp2

VALUE

0.965 uH
449.8 pF
0.622 Ω
50 Ω
0.91
7.64 MHz
0.1376
304.3
7.66 MHz
39.1 uH
11.04 pF
6.19 Ω

Mab

RECEIVER
COMPONENT

L4
C4
Rp4
Rload
Q4
F4
K34
Q3
Fo3
L3
C3
Rp3

VALUE

0.967 uH
448.9 pF
0.163 Ω
50 Ω
0.93
7.64 MHz
0.1343
404.4
7.62 MHz
36.1 uH
12.10 pF
4.27 Ω

0
1
n X
m
X
=@
Mij A

(3.20)

Mab
kab = p
La Lb

(3.21)

i=1 j=1

A summary of the extracted parameters for each of the individual elements from the
experimental setup depicted in figure 3.5 are shown in Table II. All of the parameters
extracted had a R2 value of over 0.9999, which indicates, with high confidence, that the
values model the system accurately.
3.5

Validation of Circuit Model and Measured Results

The process of comparing the theoretical model of the wireless power system to measured
results will be presented in two steps. First, sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 use extracted values for
coupling coefficient k23 from the complex S21 data to validate the circuit model independent
of coupling (i.e. k23 is the only unknown variable from Table II and is extracted from
the overdetermined S21 measurements). Second, section 3.5.3 uses Neumann’s formula to
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predict all of the coupling coefficients in the system, thus enabling a full prediction of system
performance using only the lumped circuit values from Table II.
In this experiment, the transmitter and receiver (shown in figure 3.17) are placed facing
each other along their common axis. This is depicted in figure 3.5.3 which represents a
top view of the experimental setup. Ports one and two of a VNA are connected to the
drive and load loops, respectively. Thus, the source and load resistance of the system is 50
⌦. The drive loop and Tx coil are set a fixed distance apart (13.5 cm), thus keeping k12
constant. The Rx coil and load loop are similarly fixed at 13.5 cm. Finally, the receiver
(as a single unit) is moved away from the transmitter along the common axis. The S21
scattering parameters are recorded every 5 cm, from 10-130 cm.

3.5.1

E↵ects of Parasitic Cross Coupling

Figure 3.10 compares experimentally measured |S21 | data to the ideal model in equation
(3.3) to a more complete asymmetric model that includes parasitic cross couplings terms
(k13 ,k24 ,k14 ). The agreement between the complete model and the experimental data is
excellent. The di↵erence in the magnitude of the |S21 | peaks for the upper and lower modes
can be explained by considering the phase of the two modes.
Based on the dynamics of coupled resonators [20], one expects that in the lower frequency
mode the current in the transmit coil should be in phase with the current in the receive
coil; in the higher frequency mode, the coil currents should be anti-phase (180 degrees
out of phase). In the lower mode, in which the Tx coil and Rx coil are in phase, the
parasitic feed-through from the drive loop to the Rx coil (associated with coupling constant
k13 ) contributes constructively to the magnitude of the current in the receive coil. In the
upper mode, the Rx coil phase is inverted but the parasitic feed-through is not, so the
feed-through interferes destructively with the Rx coil current. Similar arguments apply to
the other parasitic couplings. The fact that the magnitude of the mode di↵erences are
modeled well only when parasitic couplings are included (as shown in figure 3.10) supports
this conclusion.
A discrete matching network or shielded transformer could be used to directly connect
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of experimental data (black dots) to the simplified transfer function (dotted blue line), and to the complete transfer function (red line). The simple model
neglects parasitic cross coupling (e.g. k13 ,k24 ,k14 ) and does not reproduce the amplitude
di↵erence between the upper and lower modes. The complete model reproduces this amplitude di↵erence, which is explained by the phase of the parasitic coupling terms (k13 ,k24 )
relative to the non-parasitic terms (e.g. k23 ) for the two resonant modes.
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the source/load to the coils. This would eliminate the cross coupling term and simplify the
model, and possibly also simplify system construction. On the other hand, the parasitic
feed-through benefits system performance in the lower mode, and this benefit would be lost
by eliminating the drive and load loops. Additionally, a discrete matching network would
introduce extra power loss and reduce overall system efficiency.

3.5.2

Model with Extracted Coupling Coefficient vs Measured Data

Figure 3.11 shows a 3D plot of measured S21 data in linear magnitude form, depicted by
black dots. These dots form striped rows, each of which correspond to a frequency sweep
of data points taken with a VNA. Each row of dots (or frequency sweep) represents a VNA
measurement taken every 5 cm as the receiver is moved away from the transmitter. The
mesh underneath the measured data represents the transfer function of the circuit model
using extracted and interpolated values for coupling coefficients. Frequency splitting, the
point of critical coupling, and damping are clearly visible. For each of the frequency sweeps,
R2 was calculated to quantify the correspondence between theory and measurements. The
average R2 value for the 25 measurements is 0.9875. It is important to note that both
figure 3.10 and figure 3.11 show a slight under prediction for the high frequency mode and
a slight over prediction for the low frequency mode. This is believed to be due to capacitive
detuning and/or capacitive coupling (which is not modeled) and becomes more significant
at close range.

3.5.3

Model with Calculated Coupling Coefficients vs Measured Data

In the preceding section the model was compared to measured data for discrete values
of coupling coefficients. Since the circuit model itself does not explicitly model distance,
it is necessary to calculate the coupling between each inductive element as a function of
distance. In the following analysis these calculated values of coupling coefficients, along
with the L,C,R values listed in Table II, are inserted into the transfer function of the full
system and are compared to measured results. In order to present a clean comparison of
theory and measured results, figure 3.13 shows the magnitude of the measured scattering
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S21

Figure 3.11: Measured |S21 | data (black dots) plotted in magnitude form. Each row of black
dots represents a frequency sweep taken by the VNA every 5cm as the receiver was moved
away from the transmitter. The mesh underneath the data is the theoretical model.
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Figure 3.12: Diagram depicting the top view of the experimental setup where the receiver,
as a single unit, is moved away from the transmitter. In this experiment the free variable is
the coil to coil coupling (k23 ) which varies as a function of the distance between the coils.

parameter (|S21 |), as a function of system distance, at the center frequency (fo = 7.65 MHz).
When the distance between the transmitter and receiver is small, the system is over-coupled
and the magnitude of the power transferred is small at this operating frequency. This is a
result of frequency splitting, which causes resonant modes at frequencies higher and lower
than the center frequency of !o . As the distance is increased, the system becomes critically
coupled and the magnitude is at its highest. As the distance between the coils is further
increased, the system becomes under-coupled and the magnitude of the transferred power
begins to fall. The calculated red line of system performance in figure 3.13 shows a good
match with the measured data. The blue marker on the plot shows the predicted value for
the critical coupling point, using the asymmetrical form of equation (3.8) and (3.9), along
with Neumann’s formula to calculate the distance for coupling coefficient k23 .
Frequency splitting is further investigated in figure 3.14, which shows the calculated and
measured magnitude for each mode of the system as a function of distance (left) along with
the resonant frequency of each mode as a function of distance (right). Here, the derivative
of the transfer function is taken with respect to !, and set to zero to calculate the maximum
magnitude for a given distance. The discontinuity in the prediction of the high frequency
branch occurs when the two modes begin to merge near the critical coupling point. This
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Figure 3.13: Predicted behavior of the wireless power system at the individual coil resonant
frequency (fo ) using Neumann’s formula along with the predicted critical coupling point
(blue dot) and S21 measured data.
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Figure 3.14: Calculated and measured frequency splitting plotted as a function of distance.
The S21 magnitude of the two modes is shown on the left and frequency of the two modes
is shown on right.

results in a non-zero slope for the peaks of the smaller high frequency mode, and thus the
derivative does not reach zero. Here the circuit model plus Neumann’s formula shows a good
prediction of the performance of the wireless power system. The magnitude vs. frequency
plot in figure 3.14 shows a noticeable under-prediction for the high frequency mode at small
distances. It is believed this is caused by capacitive detuning having a more pronounced
e↵ect as the transmitter and receiver are moved very close to each other.

Figure 3.15 compares extracted and predicted coupling coefficients for the coil to coil
coupling, k23 (left panel) and loop to coil coupling with the assumption that k12 = k34 (right
panel). The error bars show the confidence of the unconstrained nonlinear optimization
fitting routine. For long distances the extracted and calculated values for coupling show
good agreement. However, at shorter ranges, the calculated method shows an over prediction
of coupling. This over prediction manifests itself in figure 3.11 as an under estimation of
the high frequency magnitude at short ranges.
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Figure 3.15: Extracted coupling coefficient with confidence bars and calculated coupling
coefficients using the Neumann’s formula (red line)

3.6

Adaptive Tuning for Range Independent Maximum Power Transfer

A necessary component for a compelling wireless power system is the ability to operate at
a multitude of distances and orientations without the need for precision manual tuning.

3.6.1

Automatic Frequency Tuning

Using frequency splitting presented here, it is possible to design a system that automatically
adjusts to provide maximum possible efficiency as a user moves the receiver to locations
within the system’s working range (i.e. k23 > kcritical ). Introducing a directional coupler
between the amplifier and drive loop, as shown in figure 3.1, allows the transmit system to
continuously measure the incident and reflected power as a function of frequency. Since this
system forms a transmission line, the power not consumed by the load or lost to parasitic
resistance is reflected back to the source.
Figure 3.16 shows a graph of transfer efficiency vs. distance for the fixed frequency
case of fo = 7.65M Hz, and the auto-frequency tuning case. The experiment is done in
the same manner as the VNA measurements in the previous section. The receiver was
incrementally moved away from the transmitter along the system’s common axis; the source
resistance was the 50 ohm amplifier/decoupler and the load resistance was a 50 ohm RF
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Figure 3.16: Automatic frequency tuning compared to a fixed drive frequency as a function
of distance between the transmitter and receiver.

power meter. In this case, the transmitted power was 30 Watts as opposed to the signal level
measurements done with the VNA. When the frequency tuning is enabled, the controller
picks the maximum resonant peak and tracks it as the receiver is moved away from the
transmitter. The plot shows that at short ranges the system is very efficient compared to
the fixed-frequency case. As distance is increased the efficiency decreases slowly until the
critical coupling point where the two modes merge and the system returns to the undercoupled regime.
One of the key principles of this system is that frequency splitting is a function of the
coil to coil coupling coefficient. In the above analysis, we show how the coupling, and
therefore the power transfer, varies as a function of distance along the transmission axis.
The coupling will also vary with orientation. As long as the receiver is sufficiently close to
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Figure 3.17: Diagram depicting the top view of the experimental setup where the receiver,
as a single unit, is moved away from the transmitter. In this experiment the free variable is
the coil to coil coupling (k23 ) which varies as a function of the distance between the coils.

the transmitter, almost any orientation and/or position will cause some amount of mutual
inductance between the two coils. If this mutual inductance results in sufficient coupling
(i.e. k23 > kcritical ) automatic frequency tuning can be used to find the frequency that will
result in the highest possible transfer efficiency. To demonstrate orientation independence
figure 3.18 shows a plot of power transfer efficiency versus orientation as the receiver is
rotated from 0o

90o , for both fixed-frequency and auto-tuned operation. Here the receiver

unit is placed on axis at a fixed distance of 50 cm as depicted in figure 3.19. As the receive
coil is rotated, the amount of magnetic flux that passes through the opening of the coil
decreases. Thus, the fixed frequency case experiences the same trend of transitioning from
the over-coupled to critical-coupled to under-coupled regimes as in the previous examples.
When frequency tuning is applied, a nearly constant efficiency can be obtained until the
receiver is rotated past 650 .

3.6.2

Impedance Adaptation Techniques for Narrow band Operation

For regulatory reasons, it may be desirable for the wireless power system to be able to function in a narrower band than the frequency tuning systems described so far. For example,
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Figure 3.18: Automatic frequency tuning compared to a fixed drive frequency as a function
of the angle between the transmitter and receiver. An angle of 0o degree corresponds to the
coils facing each other, while 90o degrees corresponds to the receiver perpendicular to the
transmitter. The transmitter to receiver spacing is 0.5 meters.
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Figure 3.19: Diagram depicting the top view of the experimental setup where the orientation
of the receiver is varied by angle ✓ at a fixed distance from the transmitter.
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one might want the wireless power system to stay inside an ISM band. This section describes narrow band wireless power transfer schemes that can support range and orientation
adaptation by tuning system parameters other than frequency.
Rather than considering klc to be a static design parameter to be optimized (as above),
one can consider it a dynamically variable impedance matching parameter that can enable
range adaptation without frequency tuning. Figure 3.20 shows a plot of S21 magnitude
as a function of k23 and klc (for symmetric loop to coil coupling). This figure shows that
adapting the loop to coil coupling to compensate for a non-optimal k23 is another method
for adapting to varying range and orientation.
If the system is driven at !0 and the wireless power system is operating in the overcoupled regime (k23 > kcritical ), frequency splitting will result in the system being o↵ resonance, and little to no power will be transferred. To bring the efficiency of the system
back to a maximum, klc can be decreased, causing kcritical in equation (3.8) to decrease,
until k23 = kcritical , at which point maximum power transfer can resume. In a laboratory
demonstration we have successfully implemented a form of this tuning method that allows
tuning for a variety of Tx-Rx distances (k23 values) with a hand adjustment of a loop that
can be rotated about its coil, thereby changing klc . The klc adaptation method has the
advantage of allowing operation at a single frequency !0 , which would be advantageous for
band-limited operation. Thus, it is of practical interest to develop electronically controllable
techniques for klc tuning. As noted earlier, the system’s loops can be replaced by discrete
matching networks; making these matching networks electronically variable could allow for
automatic klc tuning.
3.7

Summary

One compelling usage scenario is a workspace where devices such as laptops, cells phones,
and USB peripherals are seamlessly powered and recharged as easily as data is transmitted
through the air. As a final demonstration of the potential of this type of wireless power
system, figure 3.21 shows a laptop being continuously powered via the magnetically coupled
resonators. Here the laptop battery has been removed and the wireless power system is
providing all the power needed for operation. The signal generator, amplifier, and directional

S21 Magnitude
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k23

k12 = k34

Figure 3.20: The magnitude of power transfer (|S21 |) as a function of the coil to coil coupling
(k23 ) vs the loop to coil coupling (where k12 = k34 ). This plot shows that given a particular
range (i.e. k23 ) there a exists a loop to coil coupling that will maximize power transfer.
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coupler can be seen in the background (top left corner) and are controlled by a computer.
The amplifier drives the same 28 cm transmit loop and 59 cm transmit coil from the earlier
experiments. The receiver is placed 0.7 meters for the transmitters and consists of a smaller
28 cm coil and a 30 cm loop, seen in the foreground. A simple bridge rectifier is used to
provide DC power to the modified laptop power brick. In this demonstration the removed
battery has been placed next to the laptop (visible in the lower right). The RF amplifier
output to DC laptop input efficiency is 50% (which includes the efficiency of the nonoptimized rectifier and power brick).
The use of magnetically coupled resonators for wireless power transfer o↵ers many exciting opportunities and design challenges. In this chapter I have presented new analysis
that yields critical insight into design of practical systems, including the introduction of key
figures of merit that can be used to compare systems with vastly di↵erent geometries and
operating conditions. A circuit model is presented along with a derivation of key system
concepts such as frequency splitting, the maximum operating distance (critical coupling),
and the behavior of the system as it becomes under-coupled. This theoretical model is validated against measured data and shows an excellent average coefficient of determination
(R2 ) of 0.9875. An adaptive frequency tuning technique is demonstrated, which compensates for efficiency variations encountered when the transmitter to receiver distance and/or
orientation are varied. The method demonstrated in this paper allows a fixed-load receiver
to be moved to nearly any position and/or orientation within the range of the transmitter
and still achieves a near constant efficiency of over 70% for a range of 0-70 cm.
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Figure 3.21: Wirelessly powered laptop computer. The battery has been removed and is
visible in the lower right of the table. The wireless power system is able to provide all of
the laptop’s peak power consumption of 12 Watts at a range of 0.7 meters. Including the
rectifier (which has not yet been optimized), the system efficiency (measured from amplifier
output through to the laptop) is 50%.
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Chapter 4
WIRELESS IDENTIFICATION AND SENSING PLATFORM

Over the last decade, advances in integrated circuit design and RFID manufacturing
techniques have enabled a cost e↵ective method for producing passive Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags capable of reporting a unique ID when queried. These devices
typically consist of a printed antenna bonded to an integrated circuit (IC), and are completely powered from the RF energy transmitted by an RFID reader. Once the tag is
powered on, the ICs digital logic analyzes data from the RFID reader and responds with a
unique ID when necessary [19].
One of the motivations for my work on RFID is to capture the truly wireless, microcomputing nature of passive RFID tags, and explore applications beyond simple barcode
replacement. My objective has been to investigate the building blocks and algorithms
necessary to create a general purpose Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform. Referred
to as a WISP, this device will be an enhanced passive RFID tag, with sensing and computing
capabilities, that remains completely wirelessly powered.
4.1

Prior work

To date, there are several approaches for incorporating sensing capabilities into RFID. Active tags, a subclass of RFID tags, use batteries to power their communication circuitry,
sensors, and microcontroller. Active tags benefit from relatively long wireless range (approximately 30 m) and can achieve high data and sensor activity rates. However, the batteries
required by active tags are disadvantageous for device cost, lifetime, weight, and volume.
In contrast, passive sensor tags receive all of their operating power from an RFID reader
and are not limited by battery life. There are several examples of application-specific,
non-programmable passive tags with integrated temperature and light sensors, as well as
an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) [12, 35]. One attractive feature of passive sensor
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tags is the prospect of permanently embedding them in objects for structural, medical, or
product monitoring. Another advantage is their suitability for applications in which neither
batteries nor wired connections are feasible, due to weight, volume, cost, or other reasons.
One limitation of purely passive sensor tags is the required proximity to an RFID reader.
However, other methods such as solar, thermal, or kinetic energy harvesting could be used
as a secondary power source, if needed.
A further consideration is the configurability and computational power of RFID sensor
tags. Existing devices are generally fixed-function with respect to sensory inputs and they
lack computational capabilities. A commercially available RFID tag with some additional
functionality is described in [41]; however, this device can only transmit one bit of sensor
data in addition to its ID. Furthermore, it is limited by a short read range, due to its 125
kHz operating frequency.
4.2

WISP Overview

As part of my work on developing wirelessly powered systems based on UHF RFID technology have published several articles on the design and performance of the Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP), a battery-free, programmable RFID sensor device [54, 55], shown in figure 4.4. Compliant with the Electronic Product Code (EPC)
Class 1, Generation 2 protocol, WISP can transmit 64 bits of data per query and is fully
configurable due to its ultra-low power 16-bit general-purpose microcontroller. Similar to
conventional passive UHF RFID tags, WISP has no batteries and is completely powered
via the RF energy transmitted by an RFID reader.
The WISP is manufactured as a printed circuit board (PCB), which o↵ers a number
of benefits when compared to traditional Integrated Circuit (IC) tag designs. A few of
these advantages include low development cost, fast design cycles, and easy debugging
and measurement of circuit parameters. The PCB implementation allows the flexibility to
physically add and remove sensors and/or peripherals to create devices for new applications.
In contrast, IC implementations o↵er the ability to customize components and to decrease
power consumption (yielding better range), as well as creating devices with a smaller form
factor and at a lower cost when manufactured in high volume.
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of the WISP

A block diagram of the WISP is shown in figure 4.1 and is similar in function to traditional IC RFID tags. The antenna is balanced by an impedance matching network and is fed
into the RF power harvester. The Radio Frequency (RF) signal transmitted by the RFID
readers is rectified into DC voltage to power the rest of the tag. The demodulator block
converts the Amplitude Shift Keyed (ASK) data that is superimposed on the RF carrier
into a logic level stream of serial data. This extracted serial data is parsed by the MSP430
microcontroller (MCU) to receive downlink data from the reader. Uplink data is sent via
the modulator circuit, which back-scatters the signal by changing the antenna impedance.
Finally, the microcontrollers internal temperature sensor, as well as any external sensors,
are powered and measured by the MCU.
Since the power consumption of the microcontroller, sensors, and peripherals are much
greater then that seen in traditional passive RFID technology, the WISP duty cycles between
active and sleep mode. In sleep mode, the WISP shuts down and reduces its current
consumption to a few micro-amps and energy is accumulated by the harvesting RF power
over multiple EPC queries. Once sufficient voltage is obtained, the WISP polls sensors and
communicates with the RFID reader.
Figure 4.2 depicts the WISP platform, made of a four layer FR4 PCB with components
on both sides and an integrated dipole antenna. The WISP in its base configuration has
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Figure 4.2: Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP), version G2.0

Figure 4.3: WISP Data logger, version 4.0DL

several onboard sensors: a circuit for measuring the rectified supply voltage, a temperature
sensor, and a 3D accelerometer. Small header pins expose all ports of the microcontroller
for expansion to daughter boards, external sensors, and peripherals. Finally, a low current
surface mount LED is included in the design. Figure 4.3 shows the data logger version of
the WISP which has additional features, such as a larger microcontroller, a real time clock,
external EEPROM, and an optional 0.1 Farad super capacitor for extended lifetime. Figure
4.4 shows WISP 4.1 DL which is the latest version of the WISP. This version contains the
same feature set as its 4.0 but has a smaller MSP430 which has less power consumption.

4.2.1

Analog Front End

The defining characteristic of far field RFID systems is that tags can be read at a significant
distance, generally on the order of 2-10 meters. For passive RFID, this requires that the
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Figure 4.4: Blue WISP, version 4.1DL

RFID reader transmits sufficient energy to power the tag at large distances. However, due
to regulatory limits on the amount of power that can be transmitted and the path loss
associated with electromagnetic propagation, there is very little power that actually reaches
the tags. Therefore, the power harvesting circuit must maximize the operating distance
by converting the very limited incoming RF power to DC power with sufficient voltage
to activate the tag. The RF power received by the WISP’s dipole antenna is fed to the
analog front end depicted in Figure 4.5. A discrete matching network is used to provide the
maximum power transfer from the antenna to the rectifier. RF Schottky diodes, specifically
designed for 915MHz low power applications, were selected to make a five-stage voltage
doubling circuit. This circuit converts the AC input signal to DC power which is fed into a
storage capacitor.
For RF rectifiers of this type, the input and output impedances are not well isolated.
Further confounding the problem, the output impedance of the rectifier is fairly high; an
undesirable trait for any power source. This means that as the load on the rectifier changes
the input impedance also changes, resulting in the analog front end becoming mismatched
to the antenna. This leads to the problem of selecting values for the impedance matching
network when it is not possible to guarantee constant input impedance.
To determine the correct values for the matching network the operating cycle of the
WISP must be taken into account. First, the WISP is most e↵ective at storing harvested
energy when it is in sleep mode, as the current consumption is minimal. Second, the
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the Analog Front End.

WISP will spend most of its time repeatedly charging up to 1.9 V and then discharging to
approximately 1.8 V. Thus, to determine the correct matching values, the WISP is placed
into sleep mode and the impedance matching network is swept with a variable capacitor
until 1.9 V is produced for the lowest possible input power. Stated another way, the key
parameter for maximizing the read distance of the WISP is minimizing the quiescent current
consumption so that the minimum operating voltage of 1.9 V (supervisor threshold) can be
rectified with the lowest possible input power.

4.2.2

Demodulation and Modulation

The EPC Gen 2 standard defines that reader-to-tag communication uses ASK modulation
on a carrier wave in the range of 902-928 MHz. When not transmitting data, the carrier
waveform remains at a constant amplitude; when bits are transmitted, the amplitude of the
carrier drops to at least ten percent of its normal value, and the phase of the carrier may
be reversed. The duration of the continuous waveform between these low amplitude pulses
indicates logical “ones” or “zeros”.
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Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of the WISP’s demodulator circuit. The output of the
harvester is fed through the diode, which supplies power to the comparator and acts as a
reference for the level shifter. A capacitor is used to filter out transients while allowing
proper biasing at varying distance and received power levels. When activated, the current consumption of the comparator functions as a constant-current source, pulling current
through the diode. In this way, the voltage drop across the diode is used as a detector,
where current supplied by the harvester (high amplitude RF modulation) results in positive voltage, and a lack of current (low amplitude RF modulation) yields negative voltage.
The comparator is used to generate a rail-to-rail logic level waveform, and the level shifter
converts the unregulated logic level to the regulated logic level. It is important to optimize current consumption and speed when choosing a comparator. Further savings can
be achieved by disabling the comparator when there is insufficient voltage to start up the
MSP430.

An example of a demodulated signal is shown in figure 4.6. This oscilloscope plot shows
the 915 MHz RFID waveform and the resulting demodulated signal. Note that time frame
is 20 µS per division and thus, the individual cycles of the 915 MHz carrier are not visible.
However, the ASK modeled data is visible as gaps in the carrier and enveloped signal.
RFID tags do not actively transmit radio signals. Instead, they modulate the impedance of
their antenna which causes a change in the amount of energy reflected back to the reader.
This modulated reflection is typically called backscatter radiation. In order to change the
impedance of the antenna, a transistor is placed between the two branches of the dipole
antenna. When the transistor conducts current, it short-circuits the two branches of the
antenna, changing the antenna impedance. In the non-conducting state, the transistor has
no e↵ect on the antenna and thus, the power harvesting and data downlink functions occur
as if it were not present. This impedance modulation is currently implemented with a 5
GHz RF bipolar junction transistor, which allows for e↵ective shunting of the 915 MHz
carrier wave.
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Figure 4.6: Oscilloscope plot of the demodulated data extracting data from the RF waveform
transmitted by the RFID reader.
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4.2.3

Digital Section and Power Conditioning

Since the power available to RFID tags is extremely limited, careful component selection
must be made to minimize current consumption. As advances in IC manufacturing now
allow discrete components with less than 1 µA of current consumption and operation at
1.8 V, it is now possible to construct working, wirelessly powered RFID tags with discrete
components.
The general purpose computation capabilities of WISP are provided by an ultra-low
power microcontroller. This 16-bit flash microcontroller, the MSP430F1232, can run at up
to 4 MHz with a 1.8 V supply voltage and consumes approximately 600 µA when active at
those frequency and voltage settings. Of particular interest for low power RFID applications,
the MSP430 has various low power modes. Its minimum RAM-retention supply current is
only 0.1 µA at 1.5 V. The device provides over 8 kilobytes of flash memory, 256 bytes of
RAM, and a 10-bit, 200 kilo-samples-per-second Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). The
low power consumption of this relatively new device is a critical factor in enabling use of a
general purpose microcontroller in passive RFID systems.
Another critical design consideration is operation with uncertain power supply conditions. Because the available RF power varies greatly throughout device operation, supervisory circuitry is necessary to wake and sleep the device based on the supply voltage level.
WISPs use a 1.9 V supervisor and a 1.6 V power-on-reset to control device state and reset
the microcontroller, respectively. The supervisor provides roughly 100 mV of headroom
on the storage capacitor above the 1.8 V of regulator voltage. This serves to bu↵er the
supply voltage from dropping below 1.8 V, due to the large power consumption of the
microcontroller in active mode.
4.3

Firmware & Power Management Algorithm

The WISP is essentially a software defined RFID tag, which uses the MSP430 to implement
the EPC Class-1 Generation-2 protocol and performs sensing and computation tasks. There
are significant challenges when developing applications on the WISP as compared to battery
powered embedded systems. Primarily, there is no guarantee that a given task can be
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completed before running out of power. Although the voltage supervisor provides headroom
above 1.8 V, the rate at which the energy stored in the supply capacitor is consumed is
directly a↵ected by the design choices of the programmer. Failure to properly manage sleep
cycles when the WISP harvests energy or inefficient coding practices can result in poor
performance.
The WISP software can be described on three levels. At the lowest level is the power
management algorithm, which is responsible for managing the device state, including sleep
vs. active modes. Built on that is the communication layer, which enables bi-directional
communication by sampling downlink data bits, implementing a Gen 2 state machine, and
generating uplink data bits. The third level is the application layer where users implement
custom function and encoding data in the appropriate EPC packets.

4.3.1

Power Management Algorithm

Meeting the low power requirements of passive RFID tags requires that the MCU consumes,
on average, as little power as possible. As mentioned previously, this is achieved by duty
cycling between active and low power sleep states. The key is that the WISP receives a
constant amount of power as defined by Friis path loss equation (4.2) for a set distance.
When the WISP is in active mode the power consumption far exceeds the power harvested.
However, when the WISP is in sleep mode, the total current consumption of all the circuits
is a few micro-amps and there is a net power gain which charges the storage capacitor.
Therefore, duty cycling does not simply yield lower power consumption; it represents two
di↵erent states: power harvesting and active operation.
The state diagram for the power management layer is shown in figure 4.7. State transitions are primarily driven by hardware interrupts from the voltage supervisor, which indicate
if there is sufficient energy stored for operation. Initially, the WISP is away from an RFID
reader and is in a power down state. When the WISP is brought within range of a reader,
it begins to harvest power and the voltage across the storage capacitors begins to rise. At
approximately 1.6 V the MSP430 powers up in a reset state and begins executing code.
Since this event is not driven by the supervisor, it is important that the code enters sleep
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the power management algorithm for the WISP

mode (LMP4) as quickly as possible in order to repeatedly avoid browning out on start up.
Once in LMP4, the WISP waits for sufficient voltage (1.9 V), as indicated by the supervisor
interrupt. Next, the state machine transitions to the application layer, which performs user
defined functions, such as sensor measurements. Here, an EPC packet is generated and
the WISP sets up and waits for a commutation interpret which indicates the beginning
of an EPC packet. In the communication layer, the WISP processes the incoming data,
executes the EPC Gen 2 protocol, and transmits its response. While not shown in figure
4.7, the communication layer often reports the same data twice to increase communication
reliability.
4.3.2

Communication and Application Layers

A considerable challenge when programming the MSP430 involves meeting the timing constraints of the EPC protocol while still maintaining a low clock frequency. RFID tags that
have custom state machines are designed at the hardware level to receive and send data
using the EPC protocol. The general-purpose MSP430 must be carefully tuned to perform
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EPC communication, both for receiving and transmitting data. In particular, a mix of C
and assembly language is used where the C code maintains ease of configurability for the
firmware for di↵erent sensor applications, and the assembly code allows fine-grained control
of the timing of the MSP430 for EPC communication.
As previously described, the demodulator envelops and thresholds the Phase-Reversed
Amplitude Shift Keyed (PR-ASK) signal from the reader into a serial data stream representing the data bits 1 and 0 as long and short pulses, respectively. To interpret data from
the reader, the MSP430 uses the periodic edge of the waveform as a hardware interrupt, and
then during the interrupt service routine re-samples the bit line to detect a 1 or 0 during
the di↵erentiated part of the waveform. This data is quickly shifted into memory before
repeating this process. To detect the end of a transmission, a timer is refreshed during each
bit. When bits are no longer received the timer expires, the packet is interpreted and, if
appropriate, a response is sent to the reader. A detailed description of how the WISP uses
and implements the EPC specification is described in section 4.5.
Figure 4.3 shows a set of EPC queries and responses along with the charge/discharge
cycle of the WISP. Since the operating voltage range of the WISP occurs between 1.9 V
- 1.8 V the rectified voltage appears to be nearly constant. In actuality, the WISP enters
active mode at 1.9 V, consumes the energy in the storage capacitor until approximately 1.8
V, then enters a sleep state and harvests power until 1.9 V is reached. This duty cycling can
be seen in the packet transmitted plot. Here, the WISP does not respond to every packet
sent by the reader, instead it spends most of its time in a sleep state.
Performing application level tasks, such as sensor measurement, is generally done in tight
conjunction with the EPC protocol. In this scenario, the completion of a receive/transmit
cycle triggers the application layer to immediately take a sensor measurement; generate the
desired EPC packet; and setup for a Query. This protocol centric approach works well for
sensor driven applications where data is requested from the RFID tag at regular intervals.
However, applications which leverage the wirelessly powered computing capability of the
WISP benefit from a loose coupling with the communication layer.
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Figure 4.8: Oscilloscope plot of the WISP responding to EPC queries along with its rectified
voltage.

4.4

Power Budget

One of the significant challenges of incorporating microcontrollers, sensors, and peripherals
into passive RFID technology is the ability to manage the large power consumption of these
devices. For example, the MSP430F1232 running at 3 MHz consumes approximately 470
µA at 1.8 V. The resulting power consumption is significantly larger then typical passive
RFID tags. Under these conditions the harvester cannot continuously supply power to the
WISP during a single reader query.
One method to overcome this challenge is to use a large storage capacitor (on the order
of ten microfarads) to accumulate charge over multiple EPC queries. Once sufficient voltage
is obtained, the WISP can operate in a burst mode, polling sensors and communicating with
the RFID reader. This approach of duty cycling is often used in low power applications;
however, this presents a challenge for RFID networks when the WISP is not necessarily able
to respond to each reader query.
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The next section examines the issues related to powering the WISP from three perspectives: first is the received RF power required to turn on the device, the second is the
operating duty cycle based on input power, and the last is the energy needed in the storage
capacitor for active operation of the microcontroller and additional sensors.
4.4.1

Turn On Power Requirement

In the presence of the RFID reader, the WISP’s RF rectifier will charge the storage capacitor
until the power input to the device equals the power lost due to quiescent current.

Pin = Ploss ⌘ Vrectif ied ⇤ Iloss

(4.1)

Thus, a key parameter for maximizing the read distance of WISP is minimizing the
quiescent current consumption so that the minimum turn on voltage of 1.9V (supervisor
threshold) can be rectified with the lowest possible input power. In order to characterize
the system, a network analyzer was used to inject a continuous 915 MHz waveform into
the antenna ports of the WISP. Figure 4.9 shows the resulting plot of rectified voltage
and output power vs. input power when the WISP is in sleep mode. Rectified voltage
was measured with the WISP in sleep mode (only quiescent current draw), and shows the
minimum input power needed to start operation. After the 1.9 V supervisor threshold has
been met, the rectified voltage continues to increase with input power, until the over-voltage
protection diode activates at 5.4 V. In the actual implementation of the WISP, the MPS430
activates at 1.9 V and starts consuming power. Thus, the rectified voltage never rises above
the supervisor threshold. Using the minimum input power needed for activation from figure
4.9, the expected operating distance for the WISP can be calculated with the logarithmic
form of the Friis equation (4.1) for path loss, with a term for polarization loss included.

PR = PT

20 log

✓

4⇡d

◆

+ GT + GR

LP

(4.2)

The transmit power of the reader PT = 30 dBm (which is equivalent to 1 Watt). Its
center frequency is 915 MHz, corresponding to wavelength

= 0.33 m. The transmit

antenna gain GT = 6 dBi (this yields an e↵ective isotropic radiated power of 4 WEIRP, the
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Figure 4.9: Rectified voltage (left scale) and output power at 1.9V (right scale) are plotted
verse input power measurements using multi-meter and network analyzer for RF signal
insertion into the antenna ports.

United States regulatory limit for this ISM band). The receive antenna gain GR = 2 dBi
(the standard gain figure for a dipole antenna), and the polarization loss LP = 3dB. Lossed
LP occurs because only half of the power transmitted from the circularly-polarized transmit
antenna is received by the linearly-polarized receive dipole antenna. Using the operating
thresholds of -9.5 dBm from figure 4.9, equation (4.2) predicts a maximum operational range
of 4.3 m.

4.4.2

Duty Cycle

While rectified voltage (rather than power) determines the maximum achievable range, the
operational duty cycle (percentage of the time WISP can be active), is determined by the
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amount of rectified power. In practice, the rectified voltage will typically remain near the
threshold voltage (1.9 V). This is due to the operation of the supervisor, which transitions
the WISP from sleep to active mode, resulting in the consumption of power whenever the
stored voltage exceeds this operating point. Therefore, it is important to characterize the
output power of the harvester at 1.9 V. Figure 4.9 shows the result of output power verses
input power at 1.9 V. This is accomplished by fixing the output voltage at 1.9 V using a
power supply and measuring the amount of current that is supplied by the WISP. Then,
the duty cycle of WISP (percentage of the time in active mode) is estimated as the ratio of
rectifier output power to WISP active power consumption.
Pout
Ton
=
= DutyCycle
Pactive
Ton + Tsleep

(4.3)

In this equation, Pout is the output power of the WISP, Pactive is the active power
consumption, Ton is the time in active mode, and Tsleep is the time in sleep mode. For
example, the power rectified at 0 dBm (310 µW) divided by the active power consumption
(1.8 V * 600 µA = 1.12 mW) yields a duty cycle of 27%.

4.4.3

Active Energy Consumption

Since the rectifier cannot supply enough power for continuous operation, it is important to
quantify the amount of energy that needs to be stored in order to power the WISP during
active periods. During one EPC Gen 2 communication cycle, the complete WISP (not just
the microcontroller) consumes on average 600 µA * 1.8 V = 1.08 mW. A single query takes
2 ms including reader and tag communication. Using the expression for the energy stored in
a capacitor (E = 12 CV 2 , with C=10 µF), the amount of voltage headroom needed above 1.8
V is 116 mV, resulting in a total minimum voltage threshold of 1.91 V for a complete packet
transmission. It should be noted that the MSP430 will operate down to 1.7 V, even though
this value is below the specified supply voltage. However, operation is not guaranteed; it
has been observed that the Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) can begin to slow down.
Thus, it is not recommend that the designer rely on the extra 100 mV of headroom below
1.8 V. In the case of the previous example, the use of 16 mV out of specification headroom
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(1.90 mV - 116 mV) has proven to give reliable results.
The same method for calculating the required stored energy can be used when selecting
sensors for the WISP platform. Sensor tasks and packet generation are generally done
prior to the EPC query. However, it is reasonable to assume that when performing sensor
applications the MCU will exhibit similar current consumption. Inequality (4.4) expresses
an energy feasibility condition for a particular sensor; the energy required to read the
sensor must not exceed the usable stored energy. This expression can be used to calculate
the capacitor size and voltage headroom required to operate a particular sensor, which in
turn determines the range at which the sensor can be operated.
1
2
Vdd (Is + IW ) T  C Vrec
2

2
Vdd

(4.4)

The current consumption for the sensor and WISP are Is and Iw , respectively; C is
the capacitance of the storage capacitor and T is the total time of active operation. The
rectified voltage is Vrec and Vdd is the required operating voltage. Assuming that the sensor
has the same voltage supply as the WISP, Vdd = 1.8 V. The left hand side of inequality
(4.4) represents energy consumed by the sensor and WISP during one measurement. The
right hand side represents usable stored energy above Vdd , the minimum operating voltage
of WISP. Inequality (4.4) makes it clear that the limiting factor when selecting sensors is
not only the current consumption (which determines power), but also the total required
execution time of the sensor and WISP (energy, rather than power).
4.5

Communicating with the WISP

The EPC Class-1 Generation-2 protocol (henceforth referred to as Gen 2) was designed to
rapidly identify tags with static IDs. However, when implementing sensing applications with
the WISP, it is necessary to transmit and receive higher order data. The Gen 2 protocol
provides several mechanisms that can be used to implement a two way communication layer.
First, the WISP can send uplink data by overloading the identifier and by using Gen 2 Read
command. Secondly, applications that need to transmit data to the WISP (e.g. to actuate
its behavior), can use the Select command and the Write command.
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4.5.1

Overloading the Identifier

The Gen 2 protocol efficiently reads tag identifiers, and by overloading the identifier to
include sensor data, a collection of WISPs can also report data efficiently. In our initial
applications, the identifier was replaced with the smaller tag identifier and the sensor data of
interest. This approach breaks the semantics of the protocol and limits the interoperability
of WISPs and standard tags.
The Gen 2 specification allows for the transmission of up to 496 bits of identifier, while
current tags generally have an identifier of only 96 bits. Hence, up to 400 bits of sensor
data can be piggybacked along with the ID, enabling data from di↵erent devices to be
di↵erentiated while at least partially maintaining the original semantics. Unfortunately, by
sending sensor data along with the identifier the read time per tag is increased and the time
required to read data from a particular tag can be prohibitively high. For many sensing
applications, particularly those that use a large number of devices, reading all sensor data
from every tag will be undesirable and overloading the identifier may be insufficient to meet
the application requirements.

4.5.2

EPC Gen 2 Read Command

After singulating a tag, the reader can issue a series of Read commands to read the contents
of tag memory, with each command eliciting up to 512 bytes of data. Before issuing a
Read command, the reader requests a temporary, random 16 bit handle from the tag. This
handle is used in the Read command to address the tag, and an arbitrary number of Read
operations can be issued in sequence. Using this mechanism, a reader can selectively read
sensor data stored in the user memory of a single WISP.
Using the Read command to gather sensor data has drawbacks with respect to efficiency
and flexibility. First, to read new data from a WISP the device must again be singulated
and a new handle must be obtained. With a large number of tags, singulation is time
intensive. Even in the best case, where a single device is selected with the Select command,
the singulation process must still be conducted, albeit with only a single tag responding and
a new handle must be obtained; only then can data be read from the WISP. This results in
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a large amount of the WISP’s active time being spent on protocol overhead. Additionally,
the identifier of the device with the desired data must be known prior to the read event,
along with detailed knowledge of the memory layout with respect to sensor data location.
By overloading the identifier or using the Read command, basic sensing applications
can be implemented using the WISP. However, when deciding which technique to use, the
energy cost must also be considered. Specifically, using the Read command consumes more
energy than returning the data with the ID. This presents a trade-o↵ between range and
speed, with the proper balance being largely application specific.

4.5.3

EPC Gen 2 Select Command

The Select command is intended to limit the number of tags that respond in a Query round.
For example, a collection of retail items may have identifiers that indicate their model
number and the Select command can be used to inventory only items of a given model by
providing a memory pointer and bitmask which matches only that model. However, this
mechanism can be repurposed to function as a general purpose broadcast channel, with the
pointer and mask being interpreted by the WISP software as opcodes and data. As an
example, we have implemented software for the WISP which interprets Select commands as
instructions to blink LEDs.

4.5.4

EPC Gen 2 Write Command

Along with the general purpose broadcast facility of the Select command, the Gen 2 Write
command can be used for unicast down-link communication. After a tag is singulated, the
reader can write arbitrary memory locations on the tag in 2 byte words. Additionally, the
BlockWrite command can be used to write up to 256 words at a time. This mechanism can
be used to transfer data to the WISP. For example, to store location information on the tag
as it moves through a supply chain. Additionally, a WISP could be programmed to look to
certain memory locations for parameters that a↵ect its operation. For example, to modify
the sampling rate of the WISP, the Write command could be used to transmit the desired
rate to a known memory location and the WISP would refer to this value when setting its
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sampling rate.
4.6

Experimental Results

Figure 4.10 shows experimental results of the WISP performance: rectified output voltage,
tag responses per reader query, and the rate of tag-to-reader packet errors are plotted vs.
received power (dBm). The experimental set up consisted of an EPC Gen 1 RFID reader
driving a 6 dBi circularly-polarized patch antenna. The readers antenna and WISP were
placed one meter apart and one meter above the ground to minimize multipath e↵ects. An
adjustable attenuator inserted between the reader and its antenna was used to vary the
power transmitted to the WISP.
Finally, equation (4.2) is used to calculate the path loss over the one meter separation
between the WISP and RFID reader. Thus, the WISP received power is defined as reader
transmit power (1 Watt), minus variable attenuator, minus transmission path loss. It should
be noted that the 1 watt source represents peak output power of the RFID reader, while
the average output power (not considered here) is highly dependent on reader transmission
rate and the specific implementation of the EPC Gen 2 protocol.
To measure rectified Output Voltage, the WISP is placed in its low power state and
voltage is averaged over a ten second interval using an oscilloscope. This is necessary to
account for the variation in output power as the reader implements the EPC protocol. The
resulting plot shows the WISP turns on with a peak received power level of -5.9 dBm, which
is significantly more than the average power level of -9.5 dBm measured with the network
analyzer in figure 4.10. In order to verify that this di↵erence in turn-on threshold is caused
by lower average power in the experimental setup, the RFID reader was replaced with a
915MHz, 1 W continuous wave source and the turn on power was found to be -8.7 dBm.
The 0.8 dBm di↵erence between the continuous source and the network analyzer is thought
to be due to impedance mismatch between the dipole and the analog front end of the WISP
as well as antenna non-idealities. The 2.8 dBm di↵erence between the continuous source
and the RFID reader is then due to lower average power output by the reader.
The plot of tag Responses per Query shows the number of successful tag responses
received by the reader normalized over the total number of queries made. This is equivalent
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to the operating duty cycle of the WISP and, as expected, is proportional to received power.
The response rate drops to zero at -7 dB because there is insufficient voltage for operation.
At 0 dBm input power, section 4.4 predicted an operational duty cycle of 27% using equation
(4.1), which is close to the experimental value of 25% from figure 4.10. The reason that duty
cycle (unlike turn-on voltage) is not diminished by the lower average power of the RFID
reader is because duty cycle is normalized to the query rate of the reader. In other words,
Responses per Query excludes times in which the reader is not transmitting.
The Uplink Packet Error represents the percent of query responses made by the tag that
are not correctly received by the RFID reader. Due to the limited data interface with the
RFID reader selected for the experiment, the number of reader rejected uplink packets is
not directly available. To collect this data, the WISP counts the number of query responses
it has made and reports the current tally as data encoded in each uplink packet. When the
RFID reader application software receives gaps in the running tag response tally an error is
recorded. Figure 4.10 shows that as received power decreases to the point at which sufficient
voltage can no longer be rectified for operation, the uplink packet error rate increases. It is
theorized that this system instability is due to the brown out state of the MPS430, along
with the ring oscillator, used as the system clock, becoming detuned as the 1.8 V regulator
drops out.
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Figure 4.10: WISP performance: harvested voltage, Uplink Packet Errors, and Responses
per Query as a function of input power.
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Chapter 5
PHOTOVOLTAIC ENHANCED UHF RFID TAG ANTENNAS

The most significant barrier to improving passive RFID tag performance for both fixed
function ID tags and enhanced RFID tags is the limitation on the amount of power that can
be harvested for operation. This paper presents a novel approach for incorporating solar
harvesting capability into existing passive RFID tags without increasing the parts count
or changing the tag assembly process. This approach employs the tags antenna as a dual
function element in which the antenna simultaneously harvests RF energy; communicates
with the RFID reader; and harvests solar energy for auxiliary power. This is accomplished
by using low cost, printable photovoltaics deposited on flexible substrate to form part of
the antennas radiating structure. Several prototype UHF RFID antennas are demonstrated
using commercially available thin film, amorphous silicon solar cells. To quantify the improvement in tag performance, WISP was used as an initial test vehicle. The e↵ective read
range of the tag was increased by six times and exceeded the readers sensitivity limitations.
Additionally, the new antenna allowed for sensing and computing operations to take place
independent of the RFID reader under typical office lighting conditions.
5.1

Motivation

Development in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has produced batteryfree RFID tags, capable of wirelessly reporting a unique ID over a distance of several meters while being exclusively powered by harvested RF energy. Although the functionality
of these commercial RFID tags is extremely limited, today’s tags are essentially a wireless
micro-computing platform, with an RF transceiver and a nearly unlimited lifetime. Several research e↵orts are pushing passive RFID beyond simple barcode replacement and are
exploring the broader space of wirelessly powered devices. These enhanced RFID tags transcend the rigid EPC classification structure, providing sensing, arbitrary computing, data
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logging, user interfacing, and actuation functionality, all while being powered wirelessly by
the RFID reader [9, 12, 35, 54, 56, 66]. As future applications demand greater RFID tag
functionality and increased operating range, the amount of harvestable power will become
an even more critical design constraint.
The reliance of RFID tags on power transmitted from RFID readers creates two significant limitations. First, the operational region of a tag is limited to the physical zone covered
by the RFID reader. Tags outside the zone are left un-powered. This means that, in order
to increase the space over which the tag can operate, it is necessary to increase the number
of RFID readers and reader antennas to cover the larger space. This can be cost prohibitive
and requires significant e↵ort to e↵ectively instrument an environment. Thus, most RFID
applications are limited to a specific, well defined work space, or the RFID tags are only
read (i.e. powered on) at gateways or portals for tracking purposes. Important applications
like logging of sensor data during shipping do not appear to be practical using only reader
power, as the infrastructure necessary to instrument such a large area with readers would
be prohibitively expensive. The second limitation resulting from reliance on reader power
is that from the tags perspective, available power varies unpredictably as the tag is moved
throughout the readers coverage zone. This is particularly limiting for enhanced RFID tags,
where di↵erent tasks such as sensing, computing, storing data, and communication require
di↵erent amounts of power. Therefore, it is desirable to utilize additional energy sources to
increase the functionality, read range, reliability, and read rate of RFID tags.
There are a variety of energy sources that may be harnessed to power enhanced RFID
tags, such as solar, thermal, mechanical vibration, or ambient RF energy. Harvestable
energy from these sources varies from less than one µW to a few mW, depending on the
technology and environment [47]. Initial work combining solar cells with RFID tags has
shown promising results [14, 64]. However, these techniques are not compatible with traditional high volume RFID manufacturing techniques. Both solutions require a bulky and
costly external crystal silicon solar cell, approximately the size of a small battery pack. Considering that the small size and low cost of RFID tags are the key features that enable their
ubiquitous deployment, it is necessary that the enhancement of a tag with a photovoltaic
power source not reduce the deployability of the device.
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This paper presents a novel, dual purpose RFID tag antenna that simultaneously harvests RF energy, communicates with the RFID reader, and harvests solar energy for auxiliary power. The goal is to leverage modern printed photovoltaic manufacturing techniques,
which produce thin, low-cost, flexible solar cells, and integrate them into printed RFID antennas. This work presents an initial prototype, which shows the feasibility of construction
of a solar-enhanced antenna for an RFID IC. Additionally a WISP tag is augmented with
a solar-enhanced antenna, yielding a 6x range improvement. Finally, reader-independent
operation is explored using a solar-enhanced WISP under typical office lighting conditions.
5.2

System Overview

In order for a solar-enhanced RFID antenna to be successfully integrated into either fixed
function ID or enhanced RFID tags, it is necessary that the replacement of the standard
antenna with solar cells does not alter the manufacturability or usability of the device.
Recent breakthroughs in printed electronics have allowed for low cost, printed solar cells
that can be manufactured in high volume and in a roll-to-roll process [21]. Generally
speaking, the manufacturing processes for solar cells are compatible with present day RFID
antenna printing techniques, although there can be variations between manufacturers due
to the type of application and the material properties. In both cases, metal traces for DC
electrodes and antenna elements can be screen printed, applied with a material printer, or
chemically deposited and etched. Solar material is typically applied as a thin film with a
squeegee type application, screen printing process, or deposited with a material printer [21].
There are several examples of solar cells integrated with antennas. The authors in [22]
present a GPS patch antenna that employs a poly crystalline solar cell patterned on the
patch element. Additionally, solar-enhanced slot antennas are presented in [33,58,62], which
utilize amorphous silicon cells on a flexible substrate. These e↵orts focus on the advantages
of a fully integrated design, which reduces size and weight, while maximizing surface area
for solar harvesting. However, the amount of power gained by reusing the relatively small
surface area of the antenna for power harvesting does not significantly improve the power
budgets for the proposed applications, which include satellites, GPS for motor vehicles, and
battery powered consumer electronics.
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The opposite is true for RFID tags, where the power that can be harvested by photovoltaics covering the RFID labels surface area is sufficient to completely power the tag. As
an example, PowerFilm, Inc. manufactures flexible, thin-film solar cells that produce 2-4
mW/cm2 under full sunlight. This means that even under low lighting conditions, where
only a fraction of this power is available, there will be ample power for RFID ICs. Typically
RFID tags consume between 10 µW to 100 µW of power.
Figure 5.1 shows a conceptual diagram of a solar-enhanced RFID tag. The antenna
can be printed onto standard, flexible substrates, with the antenna electrodes themselves
printed in copper or silver. The key attribute of this design is that the solar cell is part of the
radiating structure of the antenna. This has the advantage of keeping the overall surface
area of the final label consistent with current standard label designs as well as reducing
material costs. In order to optimize the benefits of the solar antenna, the solar panels area
and number of cells must be selected based on the requirements of the application and the
particular RFID IC used.
The top image in figure 5.1 shows an exaggerated side view of a typical amorphous
silicon solar cell unit. Since the individual cells are connected in series to produce the
desired output voltage, the positive and negative electrodes of each cell are interleaved,
creating a highly capacitive interface. One might assume that the PN junction of the solar
cell would rectify the RF signal. However, at UHF frequencies, the RF energy takes the low
impedance capacitive path between electrodes. The result being the AC equivalent model
shown below the side view in figure 5.1. Since the capacitance of the junctions is e↵ectively
very large, the cell performs very similarly to a uniform metal sheet at UHF frequencies.
In order to use the solar energy harvested by the hybrid antenna, the RFID tag must
be able to accept DC power as well as RF signals. To achieve this, the IC will need to
be modified to expose the un-regulated power supply node, which is typically the rectifier
output. Considering that many commercial RFID tags are four pin devices providing two
ground connections, it is reasonable to repurpose one of the redundant ground pins for DC
input. This is highlighted in the “strap detail” in figure 5.1. The last major design challenge
is to ensure proper isolation between the DC power input and the RF signal so that RF
noise does not compromise the performance of the IC. We propose using a thin metal trace
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual diagram of a solar-enhanced RFID tag antenna with RFID IC.
VCC is connected to the positive bus of the solar cell via a high-impedance trace. RF2
and Ground are connected to the same port of the antenna, and RF1 is connected opposite
them.
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that presents a high impedance path to the RF signal while allowing DC power to pass
through to the IC.
5.3

Two Solar-Enhanced RFID Antenna Designs

The following sections describe the design and performance of two distinct solar-enhanced
antennas. The first antenna presented is designed specifically for an RFID IC, and is intended to show the viability of constructing a low cost, size reduced antenna with integrated
solar cells. Unfortunately, to date, there are no commercially available RFID ICs that expose the internal, unregulated power supply node. Thus, this first photovoltaic-enhanced
antenna will only be able to demonstrate the RF antenna performance and not the impact
that increased power will have on tag performance.
The second antenna design presented aims to show the benefit of increased available
power provided by a photovoltaic-enhanced tag antenna on system performance using Intel
Labs open-source WISP 4.1 platform [54]. The WISP is a fully passive (battery free) PCB
RFID tag, and has the unregulated power supply pin exposed so that the tag’s power source
may be augmented. Although the WISP has many similar attributes to conventional RFID
devices, it is not a direct stand-in for a commercial IC tag. Notably, the read range is less
than half that of a commercial RFID tag, and the input impedance of the WISP is very
di↵erent than an IC tag, and thus requires a di↵erent antenna design.
It is hoped that by validating the RF performance of the IC-specific solar antenna design,
and by presenting the performance benefits of a solar antenna with the WISP, the viability
of a complete system consisting of a photovoltaic enhanced antenna plus a custom RFID
IC with exposed unregulated power pin can be concluded.

5.3.1

Prototype Solar Antenna Design for RFID ICs

Figure 5.2 illustrates the proposed IC-specific solar antenna design. The operation of the
antenna can be viewed as a monopole mirrored over the solar cell, which is acting as a
ground plane. An inductive strap is added to provide the necessary reactance to conjugate
match to the capacitive RFID IC. The vertical section of the antenna arm (shown with
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of the photovoltaic-enhanced antenna for an RFID IC. Solid black
lines denote copper traces. The gray section represents the solar cell. A small, thin trace
connects the positive terminal (bottom) of the solar cell to the IC, providing DC power.
Lengths are given in mm, and trace widths are 1mm and 2mm.

length 8.2 mm) can be varied to tune the resonant frequency of the antenna. The small
spiral on the end of the antenna enables additional fine tuning of reactance.
In order to draw power from the solar cell, the DC bus bars located at the two ends of
the cell need to be connected to the IC. To accomplish this, the antenna’s arm was relocated
to the top of the cell and connected to the negative terminal of the solar cell. This allows
the inductive strap and the GND pin of the tag to be at the same DC voltage potential.
The positive terminal of the solar cell is located at the bottom and a thin trace is added to
connect it to the IC. This can be seen in the detail pop out in figure 5.2 , where an RFID
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IC with an extra terminal is shown connected to the antenna.
Figure 5.3 shows an image of the constructed photovoltaic-enhanced RFID antenna.
The metal traces were cut with an automatic stencil cutter and mounted to a 1 mm thick
Plexiglas backing for rigidity and testing purposes. The solar cell used in this prototype
is the Powerfilm SP3-37 amorphous silicon solar cell. This particular solar cell is chosen
because of its relatively small size, flexibility, and because it is produced through a low-cost
roll-to-roll printing process. This low-cost manufacturing means that, in the future, the
overall cost of large-scale production for the solar-enhanced antenna will be inexpensive and
compatible with current RFID tag manufacturing processes. The prototype antenna is built
on Plexiglas substrate for the purposes of this experiment, but in a real world application
would likely be printed, along with the solar cell, onto a flexible substrate similar to current
RFID tags. The SP3-37 solar cell has an peak output of 3.0 V at 22 mA under full sunlight
(107,527 Lux) and an output of 2.5 V at 100 µA under typical office lighting (330 Lux).
The Powerfilm solar cell was modified to expose the bus bars from the underside. It was
then gently soldered to the copper traces of the antenna. Lastly, an Alien Higgs-3 SOT-323
packaged RFID IC was soldered to the antenna to complete the RFID tag. Again, the Higgs3 tag is not able to use the DC power provided by the solar cell because the appropriate net is
not exposed. However, the completed device does represent a tag-compatible antenna design
which can be used to verify the RF performance of the photovoltaic-enhanced antenna.
Simulation results show that the antenna has a maximum gain of 1.7 dBi and a radiation
pattern typical of a dipole antenna. Considering the complexity of the solar panels construction and material characteristics, simulations were run using a simple all-copper model with
identical dimensions. Because the simulation was simplified in this manner, it is important
to show that the addition of the photovoltaic material does not significantly alter the RF
performance of the antenna. Figure 5.4 shows plots of the simulated input impedance, the
measured input impedance of a copper-only version, and the measured input impedance of
the full photovoltaic-enhanced antenna as shown in figure 5.3. The impedance plots show
that the solar antennas reactance is slightly lower than that of the all-copper version, a
di↵erence small enough to be easily compensated for in future design cycles. Essentially,
these results indicate that the solar panel is acting as a conductor at UHF frequencies.
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Figure 5.3: Image of the photovoltaic-enhanced RFID antenna connected to an Alien Higgs-3
SOT-323 packaged RFID IC. The solar cell is manufactured by PowerFilm Inc. part number
#SP3-37. The completed tag prototype has been mounted to a 1mm thick layer of Plexiglas
for rigidity. This tag shows the viability of incorporating photovoltaics into RFID antennas
while maintaining RF performance.(For clarity, this IC does not accept solar power)
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Figure 5.4: Simulated and measured input impedances for the IC specific solar antenna.
The bottom group of traces shows the real impedance and the top group shows the complex.
Measurements show a small deviation between the copper version of the antenna and the
antenna that incorporates the solar cell.
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Figure 5.5: Read range of the prototype photovoltaic-enhanced RFID tag, using the Higgs-3
IC. Solar power was not used by the IC.

Next, the read range of the photovoltaic-enhanced antenna plus Higgs IC was tested for
read range. In order to reduce the e↵ects of multipath interference, a variable RF attenuator
was used to simulate changes in distance. The reader antenna and tag were placed 0.75
meters apart and both were placed one meter above the ground. Care was taken to minimize
reflections in the immediate environment. Figure 5.5 shows a plot of the equivalent distance,
calculated using the Friis equation, which was determined to be comparable to commercial
tags. Measurements show that tag sensitivity is approximately 1 dB lower than predicted
using the simulated antenna gain, and the IC manufacturers specified RF sensitivity. This is
attributed to the small impedance mismatch seen in figure 5.4 and manufacturing variation
of the antenna geometry.
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Figure 5.6: Solar-enhanced antenna design for WISP-based tag.

5.3.2

Solar WISP Antenna Design

In order to explore the performance gains of a complete photovoltaic-enhanced RFID tag
that can use harvested solar power, a second antenna, intended for use with the WISP 4.1,
has been prototyped. The antenna design, shown in figure 5.6, is a modified inverted F and
connects to the WISP through vias in the antenna’s substrate. This antenna, with attached
WISP, is shown in figure 5.7.
A thin trace connects the positive bus of the solar cell to the unregulated power supply
of the WISP to transfer the harvested solar power to the WISP. The DC trace is thin, so
that it appears as a high-impedance port to the RF signal on the antenna and thus filters
out the RF signal from the DC port. In the prototype design, a Schottky diode is added to
the WISP to ensure that when the solar cell has a lower voltage than the unregulated power
supply on the WISP, the WISP will not shunt harvested RF power into the solar cell.
The input impedance of this antenna is 40 + j150 and can be easily matched to the
WISP’s rectifier using the discrete L-match network that is integrated into the WISP’s
analog-front-end. One common misconception is that the WISP requires a balun to convert
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Figure 5.7: Inverted F antenna constructed from a solar cell and connected to the WISP.

the balanced antenna signal to the unbalanced analog-front-end. As is the case with most
RFID tags; this step is not necessary and would cause undue loss of precious RF signal.
The reasoning for the lack of a balun is that RFID tags have very low capacitive coupling
to earth ground, thus their GND plane (or silicon substrate) can truly float with respect
to earth ground. The same argument is true for the WISP. The only caveat is that the
GND plane on the WISP is oscillating at 915 MHz, and therefore care must be taken when
connecting probes and long wires.
5.3.3

Range improvement for Solar WISP

After characterizing the impact of replacing a standard copper antenna with a solar panel,
the next step is to quantify the performance increase and additional benefits that the solarenhanced antenna enables. Expected benefits of solar augmentation are an increase in read
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rate and range, as well as the ability to perform functions such as computation and data
logging while away from the reader.
Increasing the read range of RFID systems is an ongoing e↵ort within the RFID community, as increased range allows for increased usability and a greater variety of applications.
For instance, RFID sensor networks, which are composed of many tags with onboard sensing capabilities, could be made to communicate faster and operate over larger areas using
solar-enhanced tags rather than purely RF-powered devices. The following experiment
characterizes the read range improvements provided by the solar-enhanced antenna.
The solar antenna was conjugately matched to the RF front end of a WISP using an
onboard discrete matching network. To quantify the range benefits of the solar antenna,
the read rate of the attached WISP was measured as a function of simulated reader-to-tag
distance under various lighting conditions and in the absence of light. In order to determine
an upper limit for read range when available power is not a constraint, the solar antennabased WISP was then externally powered using a battery and its performance measured.
The device was placed 0.75 m away from an RFID reader in a room that was made to
have as little multi-path interference as possible. A variable RF attenuator was inserted
between the reader antenna and an Impinj Speedway reader to serve as free-space loss for
various tag distances. This attenuator was used instead of physically moving the tag in order
to eliminate the e↵ect of changes in multi-path interference patterns which would occur if the
tag were moved. An incandescent light source was used to provide known lighting conditions
for the solar-enhanced WISP, as measured by a Sper Scientific 840022 light meter. Lighting
conditions for the solar-enhanced tag represent a variety of environments in which the tag
might be used, and were each chosen to be near to minimum lighting requirements for those
environments specified by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
The read rate of the solar-enhanced WISP was measured under four di↵erent lighting
conditions at each of 31 attenuation levels, which simulate reader-to-tag distance. Figure
5.8 shows the resulting read rate vs. distance plot.
Using a 1-Watt transmitter, the solar antenna-based WISP with 150 lux of incident light
was readable for up to 24 m. In contrast, the darkened solar antenna with less than 1 lux
of incident light had a read range of only 4 m. However, as incident light intensity was
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Figure 5.8: Read rate as a function of distance for WISP tags using the solar-enhanced
antenna. Equivalent distance is calculated assuming a 1 Watt transmitter and a 6 dBi
transmit antenna.
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increased from 150 lux to 330 and then to 650, maximum read range did not significantly
increase. Additionally, the battery-powered tag had a similar maximum read range to the
solar powered devices. This near equivalence in range between each of the solar-powered
tags and the externally supplied tag suggests that the determined maximum range in this
experiment was limited by reader sensitivity, rather than by available power. A more sensitive reader could likely be used to further enhance the read range of these solar-augmented
tags.
An interesting feature of the solar-augmented read rate plot is the sudden decrease in
read rate as the simulated distance passes 4 m. This drop occurs at the point when the
RF power provided by the reader is no longer sufficient to bias the harvesting circuit. At
distances greater than 4 m the tags are entirely powered by the lit solar antenna, and so
read rate becomes relatively constant with respect to reader-to-tag distance. Increasing
the available power by increasing light intensity or adding an external supply significantly
increases read rates for the solar-enhanced WISP, particularly at distances over 4 m where
RF power is not a factor.
5.4

Reader Independent Operation

As well as increasing the RFID read range of a tag, the addition of a solar antenna allows
the tag to become operational even when out of range of an RFID reader. This enables a
solar antenna-based tag to perform sensing, data logging, computation, and other functions
in any scenario where sufficient light is available. There are several foreseeable applications
where it is desirable for a tag to perform sensing and data logging away from the reader. For
instance, cold chain monitoring of food and pharmaceuticals could be improved through the
use of data logging solar-enhanced tags, which could verify that products remained within
a given temperature range throughout their processing and shipment. Sensitive equipment
traveling across the country could also be augmented with temperature and orientationlogging tags which would enable shipping companies or the recipients of the shipment to
determine what conditions the equipment had been exposed to during its journey. This
experiment will explore the latter application by using a solar antenna-based WISP tag,
shown in figure 5.9, to log a parcel’s temperature and orientation throughout a simulated
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Figure 5.9: Passive solar antenna-based data logger on a parcel.

shipment.
RFID tags have already found widespread application in shipping and parcel tracking.
The use of a solar antenna-based enhanced-RFID tag could allow for important parameters
of a parcels condition to be recorded throughout its entire route without the need for an
RFID reader to accompany the tagged item and provide power to the tag. Arranging for
RFID readers to be present in each stage of a shipment would be prohibitively expensive due
to the cost of the reader, associated hardware, and infrastructure required. A cost-e↵ective
alternative which would allow for continuous data logging could be implemented with the
simple addition of a light source to the inside of the shipping container or delivery vehicle,
which would provide power for solar antenna-based data logging tags.
The solar antenna-based WISP is programmed such that, when ambient light conditions
provide sufficient power, the device will take measurements from an onboard temperature
sensor and 3-axis accelerometer and record these measurements to an EEPROM. The state
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Figure 5.10: State diagram for solar-enhanced, data-logging WISP.

diagram in figure 5.10 provides an overview of the firmware design for the data-logging
WISP. While out of range of the RFID reader, the device firmware puts the WISP into a
low-power mode. In this state, the solar antenna charges a storage capacitor which provides
power for the WISP’s microcontroller and various subsystems. Each second, a watch crystalbased timing circuit wakes the device, and data logging operations are performed. A 32.768
kHz watch crystal was chosen as the time base because it provides a high degree of accuracy
with minimal power cost.
In the case where there is insufficient ambient light to support the timing circuit’s operation, the device will “brown out”, or lose power, and log the event. Any such loss of power
recorded in the data log indicates that the tag has lost track of time, rendering timing information for the remainder of the data log inaccurate. This detection of brown-out events
is accomplished by comparing a pointer value in the microcontrollers volatile memory to a
value in the non-volatile EEPROM. In normal operation, the two values should always be
equal. If the two pointer values di↵er, it can be assumed that a brown-out reset event has
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occurred.
When the device re-enters a reader’s field and is queried by the reader, temperature and
acceleration measurements recorded to the onboard EEPROM are sequentially transmitted
to the reader. For simplicity, the data is transmitted as part of the tag’s EPC, although in
a real-world application the data would likely be sent in response to a read command.
In the simulated shipment, a parcel with the RFID data logger attached is carried
around an office floor under typical lighting conditions, starting and ending within range of
an RFID reader. Data is collected during the period when the tag is outside the reader’s
range. The plot in figure 5.11 contains the temperature, 3-axis acceleration, and brown-out
events recorded by the tag. The tag is exposed to sufficient light for most of its trip, only
experiencing a loss of power once at 215 seconds into the trip when it is placed in a darkened
area. Several times during its travel, the parcel is placed on its side and the accelerometer
detects an orientation change. To demonstrate temperature sensitivity, the parcel is heated
under a lamp from the 50 to 100 second mark, then allowed to cool for the remainder of its
trip.
Applications for such a solar antenna data logging device are constrained by power limitations. The light intensity necessary to perform data-logging operations will depend on
such factors as the size and conversion efficiency of the solar antenna, the desired sampling interval, and the power requirements of the sensors and non-volatile memory used.
Sensors and memory devices for this experimental setup were chosen for their low power requirements. An ultra low-power Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller implements the
computation and control functions for the system, as well as the EPC Gen 2 RFID protocol.
An 8 kB Microchip EEPROM provides non-volatile storage of logged data. Acceleration
data is produced by an Analog Devices ADXL330 MEMS accelerometer.
Uses that require a high sensor sampling rate, or that require sensors to be continuously
powered, will not likely be possible in such a system. For example, it would be difficult
to use this device to measure the maximum acceleration experienced by a parcel, as this
requires very fast sampling or continuous sensor operation. However, as sensing technologies
advance and power requirements decrease, more and more applications will become possible
with this system.
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Figure 5.11: Temperature and orientation data recorded by the solar-enhanced RFID platform during a simulated parcel shipment.
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Aside from power considerations, another concern which must be addressed before this
system can be fully implemented is the amount of time required for the data logging RFID
device to transmit its recorded history to the reader upon arrival at its destination. Procedures at the receiving station may need to be modified to allow the parcel-attached tag
sufficient time to transmit all of its memory contents. To mitigate this issue, the tag could
analyze the data during recording and identify important events, which it would then transmit first when within range of the reader. Power provided by the solar antenna allows for
computation and data interpretation tasks such as this to take place on the tag itself, prior
to encountering the reader.
5.5

Summary

This chapter has argued that the most challenging obstacle to improving passive RFID tag
performance is the limited amount of power that can be rectified from the signal transmitted
by the RFID reader. In order to augment this power supply, a novel, dual purpose RFID
tag antenna that simultaneously harvests RF energy, communicates with the RFID reader,
and harvests solar energy has been proposed.
A prototype of the solar-enhanced RFID antenna has been built and simulated in HFSS.
Intel Labs WISP (an RFID development platform) was used to create and test a complete
working prototype of a solar antenna-based RFID tag. The dual-harvesting antenna increased the e↵ective read range of the tag by at least a factor of six under typical indoor
office illumination conditions. In the same indoor lighting conditions, enough power was
available to perform sensing and data logging, even while away from an RFID reader. The
dual harvesting strategy presented here can enhance the read rate of RFID tags, provide
increased power for more demanding workloads such as sensing and computation, and allow
sensing, data logging, and computing operations away from RFID readers.
The tag architecture is compatible with low cost, high volume production processes.
Since most existing UHF RFID tag ICs have 4 contacts (including two redundant ground
pads), the hybrid solar-RF antennas presented here are compatible with existing RFID IC
footprints. Photovoltaic harvesting materials can be printed using low-cost, high volume
processes compatible with RFID manufacturing, and thus it should be possible to integrate
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the photovoltaic and RFID manufacturing processes without extensive modification. The
end result will be tags that are similar in cost to todays ordinary RFID tags, but with
improved performance and additional capabilities enabled by the additional power source.
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Chapter 6
A CAPACITIVE TOUCH INTERFACE FOR PASSIVE RFID TAGS

This chapter presents a novel method for incorporating a capacitive touch interface
into existing passive RFID tag architectures without additional parts or changes to the
manufacturing process. This approach employs the tag’s antenna as a dual function element
in which the antenna simultaneously acts as both a low-frequency capacitive fringing electric
field sensor and also as an RF antenna. To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, I
have prototyped a passive UHF tag with capacitive sensing capability integrated into the
antenna port using the WISP tag. Finally, I describe how this technology can be used for
touch interfaces as well as other applications with the addition of a LED for user feedback.
6.1

Motivation

Current research e↵orts in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) applications are exploiting the low-cost and unobtrusive form factor of RFID tags to serve as the glue between the
real (physical) and virtual (electronically-represented) worlds. Traditional examples include
the use of RFID tags for automatic electronic tracking of items in supply chains, payment
for physical goods with electronically-represented money (vs. printed money), and physical
building access with an electronic access card (vs. a physical key).
Recent non-conventional applications are applying the ubiquitous and pervasive nature
of RFID to connect the physical and virtual world in new ways. Specifically, RFID is being
used as a ubiquitous interface, embedded throughout the environment for data collection or
to seamlessly call for services and information. Examples include the implementation of a
living environment augmented with RFID to enhance the quality of life and independence of
elderly citizens [49]. In this example, participants wear small mobile RFID reader bracelets
that report interaction with tagged objects. Activities can be inferred from this data and
reported to caregivers. In [51], tags function as symbols in an RFID-augmented environment
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that represent actions and services available to the user; a cell phone enhanced with a mobile
near-field RFID reader touches the tag to gain information or to activate a service.
These kinds of applications are based on a very simple binary model: the user’s behavior
determines whether the tag is inside or outside the interrogation field of the RFID reader.
Enabling richer user-tag interactions by giving the user explicit control over how the tag is
used and what information it sends has the potential to unlock new applications of RFID.
Furthermore, it can potentially mitigate many of the current privacy and security issues
relating to RFID used in passports, credit cards, and other RFID applications that involve
personal data.
One can envision a simple scenario where the user touches an input on a passive UHF
RFID tag, which communicates with a nearby RFID reader, in order to control a light
switch. In this case the need for the individual to carry a mobile RFID reader in order
to participate in an RFID-enhanced environment is not necessary. Alternatively a shopper
purchasing items with a RFID enabled credit card could choose when to transmit his/her
private data by touching an input on the card. This would thwart an attacker from wirelessly
stealing passport or credit card information while the tag is in a mailing envelope, purse,
or wallet; the tag must be touched to be enabled at the intended time of use.
The research presented here supports these types of new applications by allowing the user
to interact directly with passive RFID tags via an embedded touch interface that does not
change the tag’s form factor or cost. Large scale passive tag production requires minimum
cost per fully-assembled tag. Thus, a key challenge for incorporating new functionality into
passive RFID tags is maintaining a cost-e↵ective manufacturing process. Furthermore, the
thin, unobtrusive label form factor of RFID tags is important in many applications. Sensing
schemes that require no changes to the tag form factor or manufacturing processes therefore
have significant practical advantages over less-integrated sensor tag schemes.
This chapter presents a technique for adding user touch sensing into a passive RFID tag
in a fashion that is fully compatible with existing UHF tag form factors and manufacturing
processes: the RFID antenna functions simultaneously as a capacitive touch sensor and
UHF RFID antenna. The primary function of the antenna remains to provide power and
communication for the tag. Additionally, the tag’s circuitry uses the antenna’s low frequency
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self capacitance as an electric field touch or proximity sensor. When the user touches the
input area on the tag’s antenna, the RC time constant of the capacitance sensor is measured
and a touch event is reported to the reader. The RFID tag user interface is further developed
with the addition of an LED into the WISP platform for event notification or feedback.
In contrast, other methods for combining input devices with tags RFID tags are not
compatible with existing processes. For example, there are a variety of prior examples of
a push button or mechanical interface for RFID tags. The input devices in [28, 48] rely on
the inclusion of a mechanical switch that couples the RFID chip to the antenna. Closing
the mechanical switch enables the RFID chip to communicate with a reader. Present RFID
assembly techniques rely on a flip-chip process where the IC’s two or three antenna pads are
directly bonded to the antenna using a conductive adhesive [19]. The inclusion of a third
device, such as a switch, would not be compatible with this low-cost assembly technique,
and would yield a much more expensive finished product.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.2 describes the general design and
operation principles of an RFID tag enhanced with a capacitive touch interface. Section 6.3
presents the implementation and performance of a UHF RFID tag with a capacitive touch
input and an LED output for user feedback. Finally, applications are discussed in section
6.4 and a summery in section 6.5.
6.2

Passive RFID Capacitive Sensing Architecture

There are a variety of capacitive sensing methods that can be utilized to identify a touch
event [35]. The simplest method relies on measuring the rate at which the sensing capacitor charges and discharges when di↵erent materials are placed within its electric fields. In
related work the authors in [61] present an analysis of capacitive sensors made from conductive ink printed on paper, for use in interactive displays and print media. This sensor
manufacturing method is directly applicable to RFID antenna construction which typically
uses conductive ink printed on a plastic substrate.
In order to achieve a low-cost RFID touch interface, our proposed method relies on
using the tag’s antenna for power and communication while at the same time using it
as a capacitive sensing element. The key is to take advantage of the frequency separation
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between the RFID reader’s carrier signal (HF or UHF bands) and the low frequency RC time
constant of a capacitive sensor (DC to LF). By separating these two signals, the antenna will
operate as a dual band device: the UHF signal only interacts with the radiating structures
and the low frequency electric fields only interact with the capacitive sensing circuitry.
As an example of how an RFID antenna can form a capacitive sensing element, consider
a simple dipole antenna. Inherently, at DC, the two halves of a dipole form a capacitor with
energy stored in fringing electric fields. This capacitor can be charged by injecting a DC
voltage across the two ports of the antenna. Even though the two halves of the antenna are
at a di↵erent DC potential, the AC characteristics of the antenna are unchanged, and thus
the dipole will continue to radiate energy (and through reciprocity receive energy).
Once charged, the voltage on the capacitor (antenna) will exponentially discharge in
relationship to the resistance between the two capacitive plates (two sides of the dipole).
When the dielectric constant of the material inside the electric fields is changed (e.g. when
the user touches the sensor), the RC time constant changes measurably, thus allowing
detection of a touch event.
Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of an RFID tag enhanced with a capacitive touch
circuit. The UHF antenna forms a parasitic capacitor at DC (depicted as dotted lines),
which is used as the touch sensing element. The antenna is simply connected to the RFID
chip through the two standard RF pads. As with traditional tags, the antenna’s impedance
(at the RF design frequency) is matched to the complex conjugate of the analog front-end
of the RFID chip for maximum power transfer. In order to insure proper operation of
the analog front end, a low-pass filter presents a high impedance path blocking the RF
signal from the capacitive measurement circuits. Utilizing a first-order RC low pass filter,
resistance in the order of 200 k⌦ and capacitance in the order of 5 pF meets the design
criteria sufficiently.
The operation of an RFID tag enhanced with the touch sensors is as follows: Once the
RFID tag is powered on and operating, the I/O port of the capacitive sensing circuit charges
the positive side of the antenna. This DC signal is blocked from interfering with the Analog
Front End of the IC due to the rectifier’s AC coupling capacitors.
After the positive side of the antenna capacitor is charged to the regulated voltage of
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the capacitive touch sensor enhanced RFID tag. The antenna
forms a sensing capacitor at low frequencies and its RC discharge rate is measured with the
digital timer.

the IC, the direction of the port is changed from an output to an input and a digital timer
is started to measure the rate of discharge. In order to register a user touch, the time at
which the voltage on the capacitor reaches the threshold of the input port is compared to
a calibrated or hard-coded threshold time value. Having the ability to change the trigger
threshold for a touch event allows a single tag IC to be used in multiple antenna inlays
with di↵erent absolute DC capacitances. Though the frequency separation of the RFID
communication and sensing signals allows for isolation from each other, the event of the user
touching the tag does have an e↵ect on the antenna’s resonant frequency. The phenomena
of tags being detuned by environmental objects is well documented in [17,50]. Thus, careful
antenna design is necessary to minimize the potential for the user to detune the antenna.
The simple dipole antenna discussed above is only one example of the wide variety of
planar antenna structures that are suitable for RFID tags. Alternative antenna designs
have the potential to increase the robustness against detuning; however, for the purpose
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of demonstrating the feasibility of this sensing method, only the performance of a dipole
antenna enhanced is discussed.
It is believed that the proposed capacitive sensing method has the potential to enable
a low-cost, mass manufactured solution for user input in passive RFID. In particular, the
antenna can still be printed with conductive ink onto a variety of substrates. The complexity
of assembly remains the same since only the two original RF ports are needed by the
touch sensor. Incorporating the capacitive measurement circuit into the tag’s IC would
not significantly add to the overall die size. The digital timer and single digital I/O port
would take up a relatively small amount of current consumption compared to the space
allocated to the RF charge pump and EEPROM on a normal tag. Finally, due to the wide
frequency gap between the RF input signal and the operating frequency of the capacitive
sensing circuit the low-pass filter can be manufactured with less accurate, but space efficient,
on-chip passive components.
6.3

Implementation and Experimental Results

An EPC Class 1 Generation 2 tag has been prototyped to demonstrate the feasibility of
capacitive sensing through the tag antenna. Sensor measurements can be reported to a
commercial RFID reader in a variety of forms: sensor measurements can be encoded in the
tag’s ID, used to prevent/allow ID transmission, or retrieved through a read operation to
user memory. Finally, the application layer decodes and displays tag sensor information
reported by the reader.
The tag prototype is shown in figure 6.2. The antenna consists of copper foil on an
FR4 substrate. The antenna is laminated with an insulator to prevent resistive loading of
the capacitive sensor. Three fins between the dipole branches increase the sensitivity of
the capacitive sensor. Finally, a programmable passive tag is connected to the antenna for
capacitive sensing and EPC Class 1 Generation 2 communication.
The tag prototype leverages the WISP (Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform)
to perform the capacitive sensing and RFID communication. The WISP is a programmable
battery-free sensing and computational platform designed to explore sensor-enhanced RFID
applications. The WISP uses a 16-bit, ultra-low-power microcontroller to emulate the EPC
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Figure 6.2: Image of the passive UHF RFID tag with a capacitive touch input and LED
output for feed back.
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Gen2 protocol and perform sensing and computation tasks while operating exclusively from
harvested RF energy. A full discussion of the WISP’s design and performance is presented
in [54].
The features shown in figure 6.1 were added to the WISP in this prototype including a
low pass filter and sensing routine to measure the discharge time constant of the antenna.
Commercial ASIC tag implementations including this touch interface would also require
addition of these components including the low pass filter, bidirectional I/O driver and
digital counter for measuring the antenna RC time constant.
Additionally there are a number of applications in which user feedback is necessary; to
explore theses scenarios an LED is located on the lower left corner of the WISP. Although
to date, the incorporation of a LED in to RFID ICs is not readily available, recent work
in semiconductor optics has shown promising results. The authors in [2, 30] have developed
CMOS compatible LEDs operating at 2-3 volts. It is important to note that even with a
CMOS compatible process, significant packaging and charge storage issues would have to
be overcome. Alternatively, a two chip system (RFID IC and LED) assembled by 3D wafer
stacking could be used.
The usage model for the touch-enhanced RFID tag demonstrated here is straightforward.
When in the presence of an RFID reader, the touch tag transmits a standard EPC ID. When
the user places his/her finger on the input region of the tag (center of the antenna) the LED
flashes giving positive feedback that the touch event was registered by the tag and an
alternate EPC ID encoding the touch event is transmitted to the reader. Finally, the reader
passes the stream of IDs to a host computer which displays a touch event by changing the
color of an image of a light bulb, based on when the sensor is touched. From the user’s
point of view the transaction is seamless; by touching the tag’s sensor, the image on the
screen is activated and deactivated.
Other encoding scenarios can easily be implemented. The “touched” and “un-touched”
states can have di↵erent responses: no ID, a dummy ID, or an intended ID may be transmitted, depending on the application. For example, in credit card and passport scenarios
it may be desirable that no ID is transmitted unless the sensor is touched.
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6.3.1

Antenna Design

The design challenge is to create a 902-928 MHz antenna not adversely a↵ected by the
presence of a user’s finger while simultaneously being sensitive enough for the RC time
constant to be measured. This was accomplished by using Ansoft HFSS for simulation and
an automatic stencil cutter for rapid prototyping of the antenna. The antenna was designed
for 50 ohms impedance for ease of testing. Additionally, the WISP’s analog front end has
landings for a discrete matching network which was also tuned for a 50 ⌦ impedance.
When considering how to incorporate the touch sensor it is useful to recall the operating
principal of a half-wave dipole antenna. Each arm of the antenna is a quarter wavelength
long and open at the ends. When driven at resonance, a sinusoidal standing wave pattern
occurs with an oscillating voltage maximum at the ends of the antenna, and a voltage null
at the feed point. Thus, the resulting electric field in the vicinity of the antenna port is
small in magnitude and the e↵ect of the user’s finger is negligible, making an ideal location
for the touch sensor.
It is well documented that nearby objects can have a large e↵ect on UHF RFID tag
performance as reported in [17, 50]. However in these publications the authors consider the
e↵ects of metal planes and objects larger than the scale of the antenna. In the case of the
touch sensor, the space that the tip of the finger comes in contact with is sufficiently small
in size compared to the overall antenna; thus if the user approaches the tag perpendicular
to the antenna axis, the interference from the hand is tolerable.
The dipole antenna shown in figure 6.2 was widened to increase the DC capacitance for
the sensing circuit, as well as increase the bandwidth at resonance to help avoid detuning.
A design frequency of 920 MHz was used to allow for detuning to a lower frequency. When
the user activates the touch sensor in the middle antennae, the change in DC capacitance
is approximately 5-6 pF. Figure 6.3 shows simulated and experimental S11 results for the
touch sensor augmented dipole antenna. The simulation shows a decrease in the magnitude
and a frequency shift to left. This is expected because the increased capacitance of the
finger decreased the resonant frequency which a↵ects the ability of the antenna to resonate.
The experimental data confirms the trend expressed by the simulation. However, due to
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Figure 6.3: Simulated and experimental results showing the S11 response of the RFID touch
antenna when active by the user’s finger and when left on touched.

variation in the manufacturing of the antenna and the lack of an anechoic chamber for
precise measurement, the un-touched resonant peak is shallower than the simulation.

6.3.2

Capacitive Touch Sensor Performance

In order to add capacitive sensing capability to the WISP, a simple RC low pass filter
was added to one of the data I/O pins on the MSP430. As discussed, this creates a high
impedance path that blocks the RF signal from reaching the capacitive sensing circuitry
in the tag. To create a consistent RC discharge time, an explicit parallel resistor in the
mega-ohm range was added to provide a discharge path for the touch sensor.
In order to take a touch measurement, the WISP charges the antenna by outputting a
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logical one on a digital I/O pin. The result is that a DC bias of 1.8 V (operating voltage)
is applied to the positive port of the antenna. The AC coupling capacitors of the harvester
prevent the DC signal from discharging through the RF rectifier. Next the microcontroller
sets the I/O pin to an input and starts the digital timer. When the voltage level on the
capacitor drops below the threshold of the input pin, an interrupt stops the timer and
records the timer value. If the timed value is above the preset threshold a touch is recorded.
The measurement is averaged eight times to improve noise immunity and sensitivity.
Using the existing RFID capabilities of the WISP, the onboard microcontroller embeds
the touch sensor data into an EPC-complaint ID and reports the ID via EPC Class 1
Generation 2 RFID protocol. Figure 6.4 shows an EPC inventory round followed by the
measurements events; the top set of oscilloscope traces shows the untouched tag and bottom
set shows the user touching the tag. As expected, the presence of the user’s finger adds
capacitance which increases the RC time constant of the touch sensor.
Figure 6.5 shows the time series response of three touch events. In this example, the
touch tag is configured to transmit raw sensor data back to the reader and host application.
The “Timer Count” represents the average of eight consecutive RC discharge times from
Vdd to

1
2

Vdd. This data is then encoded into the EPC ID and transmitted to the RFID

reader for data collection. The read rate is 100 queries per second and there are three
individual touch events lasting approximately one second each. Additionally, the touch tag
is programmed with a threshold of 80 counts (determined empirically) which is used to
trigger an LED blink event on the tag.
6.4

Applications

The technique presented here may be used for capacitive user input or other capacitive
sensing applications. The user input applications can be divided into RFID-specific input
and general-purpose input categories. RFID-specific input means that the primary purpose
of the device is RFID (that is, identification, for access control or other purposes), but the
behavior of the RFID tag is controlled by the user input. General-purpose input means
that the RFID system is being used as a channel for power and data, but the user input is
the ultimate purpose.
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Figure 6.4: Two RFID tag touch measurement events showing EPC Gen2 protocol and
senses capacitor RC discharge. The top plot shows the untouched event and the bottoms
plot shows the increase in discharge rate caused by the added capacitance of the user’s
finger.
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Figure 6.5: Raw capacitive sensor data and identified touch events transmitted to the RFID
reader form the RFID tag.
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The RFID-specific input applications can help address many of the known privacy and
security problems of RFID by giving the user control over when and what type of data
is transmitted by the tag. A basic attack involves an unauthorized RFID reader simply
interrogating a target tag to track the user or clone the tag’s ID. U.S. passports with
embedded RFID tags were given a mylar pouch to shield RF signals from activating the
tag. Unfortunately this solution relies on the user to be aware of the privacy and security risk
associated with RFID, and it requires them to be vigilant about protecting their personal
information.
The capacitive input technique presented here could enable a more elegant and cost
e↵ective solution to RFID access control. Figure 6.6 shows a touch-enhanced RFID tag
that has been built into the form factor of a credit card. The tag indicates, via an LED,
that a reader is making a read query. The user then has the option to explicitly authorize the
tag to respond. RFID-based payment mechanisms can greatly benefit from bearer control
by preventing unauthorized readers from conducting transactions (especially payments)
without explicit authorization from the card owner. The authors in [16] have demonstrated
a similar system where direct user inputs to a RFID tag enables and disables communication.
In this case a 3D accelerometer is used as an orientation sensor and the user performs a
secreted handshake or gesture which is analyzed by the tag for authentication.
If multiple buttons were implemented, numeric keypads for a personal identification
number (PIN) input could be added to credit cards. This could provide even higher levels of
security than single button authorization: if the card were lost, the thief could not authorize
an RFID read, thus preventing unauthorized use of RFID access keycards, passports and
credit cards. It may be possible to implement a numeric keypad using a single capacitive
sensor channel. First, one would implement a linear position sensor by changing the width
of the electrode along the position sensitive dimension, so that touch location was encoded
by capacitance value. Then one would wrap this linear position sensor in serpentine fashion
through the keypad locations. With 12 distinguishable capacitance values, a conventional
numeric keypad could be implemented.
The general-purpose applications of the technology are also exciting. Fully wireless,
battery-free controllers such as light switches could be implemented as thin, unobtrusive,
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Figure 6.6: Touch enhanced UHF near-field RFID tag in the form factor of a credit card
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and inexpensive RFID tags adhered to walls, furniture, or elsewhere. If a linear controller
is deployed, it could function as a wireless light dimmer controller, fan speed controller,
or other analog controlled device. Input devices such as remote controls could also be
implemented using this technology. The minimal form factor and potential low cost would
be a good match for plush or plastic toys. The technique could also be used for user presence
detection. For example, it could be integrated into furniture to detect user presence and
pose.
Pure sensing applications (non-user interface) are also compelling. The label form factor
and low cost architecture enable integration of a capacitive sensor tag into many types of
end-user packaging. For example [66] uses an external capacitive sensor to measure the level
of milk in a carton. Alternatively the capacitive sensor could measure a wider variety of
phenomenon by placing a material whose dielectric constant is a↵ected by other physical
parameters in the vicinity of the sense electrodes. There are a number of sensors that work
in this fashion including humidity, temperature, pressure, and displacement.
6.5

Summary

This chapter presents a proof-of-concept of a dual use RFID antenna for traditional power
and communication, as well as for detecting user input by means of a capacitive sensor. The
method presented requires no change in form factor or manufacturing processes compared
to ordinary passive UHF RFID tags.
This technique has the potential to solve a number of known RFID privacy and security
problems, by giving the user of the tag, explicit control over whether it responds to a
reader. Beyond security and privacy, it enables other tag user interfaces, where the goal is
user interaction with the environment. For example, touch sensor tags could enable simple
input devices (embedded in objects such as toys, adhered to walls, etc) that are unobtrusive,
wirelessly powered, and potentially inexpensive. Finally, this technology could enable other
types of capacitance-based environmental sensing without requiring any change in the form
factor or manufacturing processes from today’s passive RFID tags.
Further work will be necessary to design a robust antenna that is optimized for both
wide-band RF performance and high sensitivity for capacitive sensing. The tag’s integrated
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circuit will need to be modified to include the RF isolating low pass filter, a bidirectional
I/O circuit, and the digital timer for measuring the RC discharge.
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Chapter 7
WIRELESS AMBIENT RADIO POWER

Radio frequency (RF) signals provide a near ubiquitous energy source due to the large
number of TV, radio, cellular, and Wi-Fi transmitters that proliferate our urban environments. While the traditional use of RF transmission is for data transfer, it is possible to
harvest, convert, and store this energy for use in a variety of applications. In general, the
energy harvesting process includes four stages: excitation of current in an antenna by an
incident electromagnetic wave, rectification of the resulting power at the antenna output,
conversion of this power to optimal voltage and current levels, and finally, energy storage
in a capacitor or battery for later use.
7.1

WARP TV Harvester

Ambient RF energy harvesting begins with a source, such as a TV or radio transmitter,
where power is continuously transmitted in the form of data signals. Generally speaking,
the RF energy is evenly radiated horizontally, with power intensity decreasing as it travels
from the source. Consider the example depicted in figure 7.1, which shows a TV tower
located at point “A”. The radiation pattern of the transmitter results in power contour
lines that fall o↵ as the reference point (or receiver) moves away from the transmitter. If,
for example, an energy harvesting device with an activation threshold of 100 µW is brought
towards the TV tower there will be a particular distance at which the device will begin
to operate. Thus, the power requirements of the load application defines the maximum
distance of operation. This distance represents a radius of operation around the TV tower
which encircles an area, wherein the device will continually harvest energy for operation.
Initial research on the Wireless Ambient Radio Power (WARP) project has demonstrated
the feasibility of developing such a device, capable of having an operating area of several
hundred square miles around the transmission tower.
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Figure 7.1: Position ‘A’ indicates the location of the KING-TV tower which transmits 960
kW. The contour rings estimate the available receive power for the Seattle region (assuming
line of sight and a 5dBi receive antenna).

Figure 7.2 shows an image of the WARP TV harvester, consisting of a commercially
available digital TV antenna and an RF rectifier. To demonstrate the harvesting functionality, a Radio Shack indoor/outdoor thermometer with hygrometer (Cat. No. 63-1032) is
connected to the output of the rectifier as an example application. From the balcony at Intel
Labs Seattle (47 39’ 41” N, 122 18’ 60” W), I harvested RF power from the KING-TV
tower (47 37’ 55” N, 122 20’ 59” W), which broadcasts 960 kW EIRP on channel 48 at
674 - 680 MHz. The total distance is 4.1 km. The antenna used is a 5 dBi log periodic
antenna designed for TV applications. The power harvester is a 4 stage, voltage multiplying rectifier, the design of which is similar to that of the one used on the WISP. The RF
front end is tuned to the desired channel and has a bandwidth of approximately 30 MHz.
With the antenna manually oriented towards the transmit tower, the measured open circuit
voltage at the rectifier output was 5.0 V (i.e. the only load on the power harvester was the
voltmeter). Next, an 8 k⌦ load was attached to the rectifier output, resulting in an output
voltage of 0.7 V, which corresponds to 60 µW of power harvested. This is equivalent to the
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Figure 7.2: Demonstration of a temperature and humidity meter (including LCD display)
that is exclusively powered from ambient RF signals transmitted by the TV tower seen in
the background, at a distance of 4.1 km.

net power budget of many of the WISP sensing applications.
Applying the Friis transmission formula with the parameters above, yields an expected
power received of 220 µW. Thus, the experimentally measured performance of the system is
reasonably close to the theoretically expected performance. We then connected this ambient
RF harvesting system to the battery terminals of the Radio Shack indoor/outdoor temperature and humidity meter (thermometer/hygrometer) with an LCD display. This device is
normally powered by a 1.5 V AAA battery. The thermometer/hygrometer was measured
to consume around 25 µA, at 1.5 V, from a laboratory power supply. Approximately once
per second, the current consumption briefly spiked up to around 50 µA, presumably when
the sensor measurements were made.
The thermometer/hygrometer functioned normally when connected to the power harvesting circuit with the antenna oriented at the appropriate transmission tower; the display
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contrast appeared to be as good as when the system was powered by a battery. With the
antenna oriented directly at the TV tower and the thermometer/hygrometer connected and
operational, the loaded voltage was measured to be 1.7 V. As the antenna was oriented
away from the tower to which it was tuned, the display contrast dropped and then, when
the antenna was further mis-oriented, appeared to stop operating altogether.
7.2

WARP Sensor Node

The previous section showed the ability to harvest ambient RF energy and power a dedicated
sensor and display. Although this example aptly demonstrates the possibility of RF energy
harvesting, the application itself is somewhat limited in its scope. The next logical extension
of ambient RF energy harvesting is to use this capability to enable new applications and
usage models. One compelling area of application is wireless sensor nodes, which have
computational, sensing, and bi-directional communication capabilities.
For as long as there have been wireless sensors, researchers have searched for ways to
sustainably power them in remote locations. Today, there are numerous remote sensor
applications deployed across a wide range of disciplines. These include environmental monitoring, such as volcano or hurricane sensors, to industrial monitoring of strain, vibration,
consumable parts, and machine degradation. Solar power is generally viewed as the most
usable source of ambient energy, and when present, it provides a viable source of power for
remote sensors. However, solar powered systems su↵er from the limitation that they must
be placed in well-lit areas and must have line of sight to the light source. Additionally, since
there is no sunlight at night, operation is often quite restricted. Batteries can mitigate this
restriction and allow devices to continue operating for a short time after ambient light is
removed. However, dependency on batteries can be troublesome, and in many cases, it is
too costly or time consuming to replace each node after the battery is empty.
Furthermore, we must consider the total system complexity of solar powered sensor
nodes. Typically, there is an integrated circuit for computation and sensing, an antenna for
communication, a solar cell for power, and a battery for storage. In contrast, a passive RFID
tag is simply made up of an antenna and an integrated circuit. If we extend the concept
of a passive RFID tag to include energy harvesting from ambient RF sources, instead of
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a deliberate source such as an RFID reader, we can see that this system is inherently
less complex. Although ambient RF power is not as abundant as solar power, the low
manufacturing complexity and potentially uninterrupted power supply of a WARP type
solution will make it viable for a number of application scenarios.
The Wireless Ambient Radio Power (WARP) project aims to create wireless sensor
nodes that are completely powered o↵ of harvested RF energy. In order to accomplish
this goal, the existing WARP energy harvesters were extended by adding the capability to
sense the environment, perform computation, and communicate wirelessly. The first target
application is a weather monitoring node. Figure 7.3 shows a block diagram of the system,
which receives RF power from a TV transmitter and wirelessly reports that data back to a
host computer.
Figure 7.4 shows a block diagram of the sensor node architecture. The harvesting antenna is connected with a SMA connector so that di↵erent frequency ranges and antenna
gains can be easily tested. Received RF energy is fed to the rectifier via a tunable impedance
matching network. Rectified energy is gathered over time and stored on the capacitor bank
until the voltage threshold for the application is met. The power management circuit controls basic duty cycling and regulation. The MSP430 microcontroller provides a higher level
of power management by choosing when to take sensor measurements and controlling when
to power the CC2500 low power transceiver. When ready, the MSP430 takes sensor measurements, computes the data payload, and communicates back to the base station using
the CC2500 radio IC. A back of the envelope calculation estimates the energy required for
a burst of 16 bytes to be approximately 3 mJ.

7.2.1

RF Harvester and Power Management

Figure 7.5 shows a schematic of the WARP RF harvester consisting of a LC impedance
matching network that conjugate matches the antenna’s impedance to the input of the
multi-stage rectifier. For this application, it was necessary to maximize output voltage so a
five stage voltage doubler was used instead of the four stage used in the previous application.
The rectified voltage is stored on eight 47 µF low loss ceramic capacitors, for a total of 376
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Figure 7.5: RF power harvesting circuit consisting of a LC impedance matching network, a
5 stage voltage multiplayer, and a 376 µF capacitor storage bank.

µF of charge storage.
Figure 7.6 shows the power management circuit, which consists of a 3.3 V Low Drop Out
(LDO) linear voltage regulator and two voltage supervisors with detection thresholds of 2.0
V and 4.5 V, respectively. The reason for the two voltage supervisors is that the control
signal that enables the output of the regulator needs a wide hysteresis window. Consider
the following example, at startup the rectified voltage is small and both supervisors are
low, causing the regulator to be disabled. Thus, the quiescent current draw of the system is
small, which allows the circuit to harvest and store energy on the capacitor bank. When the
rectified voltage reaches 4.5 V, the primary supervisor enables the regulator, which supplies
voltage to the MCU. Typically, these supervisors have only 0.1 V of hysteresis, which means
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Figure 7.6: The power management circuit allows charge to accumulate on the capacitor
bank until 4.5 V is reached, at which point the circuit enables the regulator until the storage
charge drops below 2.0 V.

that when the voltage on the capacitor bank drops below 4.4 V, the primary supervisor will
immediately disable the regulator, halting operation. To prevent this from happening, the
secondary supervisor, which has a threshold of 2.0 V, is fed by the regulator output. This
feedback circuit keeps the regulator enabled until the output drops below 2.0 volts. Once
the rectified voltage is below 2.0 V, the system enters its low quiescent current state and
the cycle repeats.
In this system, there are two additional key voltage conditions that should be kept
in mind. One, the LDO regulator, when enabled, will pass current if the input voltage
is less than its specified regulated output voltage (3.3 V in this case). This means for
Vin

3.3V, Vout = 3.3V and for Vin  3.3V, Vout = Vin . Two, the MSP430 will meet the

required time constraints (for this application’s clock speed) down to ⇠2.0 V. Therefore,
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even though the voltage supplied to the MSP430 is unregulated from 3.3 V to 2.0 V, reliable
operation will occur. The result is that all the charge that is stored on the capacitor bank
from 4.5 V to 2.0 V is available for use. Future revisions of the WARP power management
circuitry will focus on reducing the required MCU voltage down to 1.8 V by lower the
required clock speed for operation and by using a higher efficiency regulator.
Several sensors are also included on the WARP board. The analog to digital converter
(ADC) and associated sensor circuits are constructed to minimize power consumption. The
general technique used in creating the sensor circuits is that the microprocessor will control
a line that enables the sensor by pulling a pin high. This prevents power leakage from the
sensors when not in use. The sensors used in this design include an ambient light sensor, a
thermometer, and a voltage divider connected to the capacitor bank. The voltage divider
enables measurement of the energy stored in the capacitor bank.

7.2.1.1

Radio Transceiver and Embedded System

The WARP senor node uses Texas Instrument’s MSP430F2272 microcontroller for sensor
measurement, computation, and to interface with the TI CC2500 low power 2.4 GHz RF
transceiver. The MSP430 is an excellent device for low power sensing applications. It
consumes 400µ A in active mode at 8 MHz and 600 nA in standby mode, and can operate
from 3.3 V down to 1.8 V. The CC2500 low power radio also operates at 1.8 V and requires
15 mA while transmitting, and 400 nA while in sleep mode. Additionally, the CC2500
supports the TIs SimpliciTI protocol for small, low power RF networks.
The embedded software in this system performs three primary tasks. First, it manages
the power usage and optimizes the circuit for low power consumption. Second, it collects
data and constructs packets to send back to the access point. Third, it handles data transmission and communication protocols. Since power is very limited, the code is constructed
in a way that minimizes the impact of unexpected power failures by sampling the stored
voltage and entering low power mode until data transmission is possible.
When conducting the ADC measurements, there are three steps which help reduce power
consumption. The sensor is normally disabled, so that it consumes no power. When a sensor
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measurement is to be made, the sensor enabled pin is driven high to enable the sensor. Next,
the microprocessor enters standby mode LPM1 for 250 cycles (31 µs) to conserve power
while the ADC reference voltage settles. Then, the microprocessor wakes up and reads the
measured voltage.
The transceiver architecture is based on the TI eZ430-RF2500 wireless development tool
kit. A second TI eZ430-RF2500 board acts as a base station hub when attached to a host
computer. The WARP board wirelessly communicates with the host node at a range of
up to 30 feet using the Texas Instruments SimpliciTI protocol. In order for the system to
operate o↵ of ambient RF TV power, the protocol had to be modified in two ways to reduce
power. In the SimpliciTI protocol, nodes randomly generate a 64bit identification number
and broadcast it to initiate linking. Then, the access point replies with its address. Linking
requires the node to spend power on transmitting its ID number and receiving an access
point address. The linking process requires both TX and RX, which both draw 15 mA.
Due to the power requirements of this project, we decided to bypass this linking procedure
and give each node a hard coded, 8bit identification number. These two changes allow
the microprocessor to transmit data reliably while reducing the amount of harvested power
needed to accomplish packet transmission.

7.2.2

Analysis of Power Usage

Figure 7.7 shows an image of the complete WARP sensor board. Initial development of the
system firmware was done with bench top equipment to better control system variables. In
order to emulate the harvested RF power, an 8 k⌦ resistor was placed in series between a
bench power supply and the capacitor bank (i.e. the Vrect node in figure 7.5). This resistor
approximates the output resistance of the rectifier. By adjusting output voltage of the power
supply, di↵erent amounts of power can be injected into the WARP board. Measurements
show that approximately 50 µW of harvested power is required to charge the capacitor bank
up to 4.5 V at a cycling rate (charge/discharge) of 20 Hz.
Measurements of the microcontroller and transceiver showed that approximately 2.8 mJ
of energy is consumed each time a packet is sent. The total transaction time is 8.3 ms.
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Figure 7.7: WARP sensor node consisting of a rectifier, power management circuitry, sensors, and 2.45 GHz transceiver with ceramic chip antenna (power harvesting antenna not
shown).

In order to understand the details of where power was consumed, the microcontroller was
programmed to toggle a debug pin at each stage of operation. In this experiment, the
system was powered with the same RC circuit used earlier to emulate harvested power.
Once the 4.5 V supervisor triggered the transmit cycle, an oscilloscope was used to record
the change in voltage on the capacitor bank. Figure 7.8 shows the annotated transmission
cycle. The general microcontroller operation and analog to digital conversion consumed a
very small percentage of the overall power used. Only 8.4% of the power consumed went
towards running the microprocessor and bringing the device back into active mode. While
9.1% was consumed by the analog to digital sensor readings, 13.6% of the power was spent
by the SimpliciTI protocol preparing to send data, 19.5% was consumed initializing the
CC2500, and 49.4% was spent transmitting data.
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Figure 7.8: Scope plot of a packet transmission cycle annotated with program events.

7.2.3

Field Test of the WARP Sensor Node

Figure 7.9 shows the completed WARP sensor node, which uses the same 5 dBi log periodic
antenna used in section 7.1. A trial run of the WARP sensor node was conducted on the
balcony of Intel Labs Seattle. The base station and host computer were located inside the
Intel office, approximately 10 feet from the WARP node. For this experiment the device
was configured to take measurements and send data once every 5 seconds. This provides
an extra margin of safety to ensure that harvested power remains higher than consumed
power. During this trial run we successfully monitored ambient temperature, ambient light,
and the voltage of the capacitor bank.
Figure 7.10 shows the collected data over a 24 hour period. The ambient light level drops
o↵ starting at 7:50pm and it is completely dark by 9:10pm. The temperature begins dropping o↵ with the ambient light level and continues to decline until sunrise, at approximately
5:00am. In the figure, it can be seen that the energy harvested increases from 8:30pm to
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Figure 7.9: Image of the fully assembled WARP sensor node consisting of a 5 dBi log
periodic antenna and custom circuit board.
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Figure 7.10: Data recorded over a 24 hour period while operating o↵ of harvested RF power.

9:00pm and is sustained until approximately 12:30am. It is hypothesized that this is due to
the station boosting the signal strengths to account for changes in the atmosphere, which
is a common occurrence in long distance communication systems.

7.3

Summary

This project successfully demonstrated the ability to harvest wireless ambient radio waves
and use them to power both a commercially available home weather station and a custom
built wireless sensor node. We tested the sensor node at a distance of 4.1 kilometers from
the TV broadcast tower and wirelessly reported sensor data back to a host computer at five
second intervals. Future work will focus on refining the sensor node in several ways. First,
optimizing the firmware to reduce the MCU clock speed will allow for operation at 1.8 V,
thus saving power. Second, a switching regulator should be used in the power management
circuit to more efficiently convert energy stored in the capacitor bank to the 1.8 V required
for system operation. Finally, new antenna designs should be explored to optimize for size,
bandwidth, and gain for a given application.
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As hardware power requirements continue to drop, the viability of using ambient radio
energy will continue to rise. The system described in this chapter is a first step towards
harnessing this ambient RF energy. There are numerous wireless sensor networks in existence today, which are quite constrained by both battery power and the limitations of other
harvesting techniques. The prospect of applying this system in new ways is exciting, given
the abundance of ambient RF energy in urban areas. This platform enables wireless sensor
systems to run perpetually, with no battery or data collection maintenance required.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION

This dissertation has focused on developing methods of wirelessly powering electronic
devices. The applications presented range from micro-powered sensor systems to full laptop
computers and the distance at which these devices can be wirelessly powered ranges from
meters to kilometers. The source of the wireless power can be dedicated transmitters that
are highly coupled into an end-to-end system, or ambient radio waves that permeate our
environment.
These capabilities o↵er the potential to fundamentally change the way people use technology, just as wireless communication has enabled many new mobile sensing and computing applications. E↵ective means of wireless power will allow for these mobile devices
to be seamlessly embedded into our environment, into our tools and equipment, and even
implanted into our bodies. Furthermore, wireless power o↵ers the ability to remove the
last wired connection needed to charge our mobile devices, potentially enabling smart work
spaces where devices are e↵ortlessly powered and charged simply by being placed within
the field of a transmitter.
8.1

Dissertation Summary

Wireless power technology o↵ers the promise of cutting the last cord, allowing users to
seamlessly recharge mobile devices as easily as data is transmitted through the air. Magnetically coupled resonant structures o↵er a unique set of benefits as well as design challenges
when used for wireless power transfer. One of the remarkable results is the existence of the
‘magic regime’, where efficiency remains nearly constant over distance as long as the receiver is within the operating range of the transmitter. This is not the case for conventional
far-field and near-field wireless power systems, whose efficiencies decline sharply with range.
The work in this dissertation provides a deeper understanding of the underlying princi-
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ples of coupled magnetic resonance, as well as a straight forward circuit model of the system.
A derivation of the transfer function of this model reveals which concepts play a critical role
in system performance: frequency splitting, critical coupling, and impedance matching. In
order to accurately characterize the wireless power system, measurement techniques that
use a network analyzer for circuit parameter extraction have been implemented. Excellent
agreement between the circuit model and measurements has been demonstrated, with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.9875. The issue of receiver alignment sensitivity is also
addressed with an adaptive tuning algorithm. We demonstrate that for nearly any receiver
position and/or orientation, a frequency can be identified that maximizes power transfer
efficiency. Lastly, a tracking algorithm allows for the peak efficiency to be maintained as
the receiver is moved in space. In addition to near-field wireless power transfer techniques I
have also worked on far-field systems, including enhancing micro-powered UHF RFID tags
and RF energy scavenging devices.
The Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) is a programmable, batteryfree sensing and computational platform, designed to explore sensor-enhanced radio frequency identification (RFID) applications. WISP uses a 16-bit, ultra low power microcontroller to perform sensing and computation, while exclusively operating from harvested
RF energy. Sensors that have successfully been integrated into the WISP platform to date
include: temperature, ambient light, rectified voltage, and orientation. Since the WISP is
essentially a software defined RFID tag, the MCU was programmed to emulate the EPC Gen
2 protocol to communicate sensor data back to a RFID reader. To the authors knowledge,
WISP is the first fully programmable computing platform that can operate using power
transmitted from a long-range (UHF) RFID reader and communicate arbitrary multi-bit
data in a single response packet.
Finally, the Wireless Ambient Radio Power (WARP) project aims to create wireless
sensor nodes that are completely powered o↵ of harvested ambient RF energy. This work
has many similarities to the WISP, but the transmitters that wirelessly power WARP devices
were never intended to be sources of far-field wireless power. Radio frequency signals provide
a near ubiquitous energy source, due to the large number of TV, radio, cellular, and Wi-Fi
transmitters distributed throughout our urban environments. While the traditional use of
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RF energy is information transmission, it is possible to harvest, convert, and store this
energy using dedicated devices. The WARP project successfully demonstrated the ability
to harvest ambient radio waves and use them to power both a commercially available home
weather station and a custom built wireless sensor node. The sensor node is capable of
sensing the environment, performing computation, and communicating wirelessly with a
base station, all while being powered o↵ of harvested RF energy. We tested the sensor node
at a distance of 4.1 kilometers from the TV broadcast tower and wirelessly reported the
light level, temperature, and harvested voltage level back to a host computer, located 10
feet away.
8.2

WISP Challenge

The Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) project presented in this dissertation is intended to be a research vehicle that allows people both inside and outside of the
RFID community to explore new applications and usage models for RFID. Traditionally,
RFID tag designers have been specialists in integrated circuit design. They have generally
focused on innovating CMOS circuit blocks, such as RF rectification, power management,
and low power state machines, with the goal of increasing tag read range. The process of
manufacturing these custom integrated circuit tags presents a significant barrier to entry
when considering the high cost of software, servers, chip fabrication, and specialized testing
equipment, not to mention the long fabrication cycles.
Consequently, when researchers do add additional functionality, such as ADC and light
sensors, the focus is on the device and is not driven by any particular application. It is
important to note that custom IC tag design will undoubtedly o↵er longer range, better
performance vs. power consumption, and lower manufacturing costs in large volumes. However, it is difficult under this design paradigm to develop new applications that will take
RFID beyond simple item tracking and item identification.
In contrast, WISPs are PCB-based, flexible platforms that allow a relative novice to
prototype both hardware and software RFID designs in a bench-top setting. The fullfeatured microcontroller allows for fast code development with debugging support. Sensors
and peripherals can be easily added via the exposed headers or by using an optional daughter
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board. Testing equipment generally consists of an RFID reader and an oscilloscope. When
compared to IC tags, probing and debugging circuit elements is easy and straightforward,
as many of the signal lines are exposed by the PCB design.
The WISP fundamentally lowers the barrier to entry and allows people from a wide
variety of fields to develop RFID technology. Whether it is students as part of a class
project, security specialists, consumer electronics designers, or even artists, it is believed that
a diverse group of people will be able to advance RFID technology and find new application
spaces and usage models. The hope is that when compelling ideas are discovered, IC tag
designers will be able to draw upon the lessons learned from the WISP when designing their
custom tags.
In order to enable the wider research community to gain access to WISP technology,
the WISP team, consisting of UW and Intel Labs Seattle members, launched the WISP
Challenge in December of 2008. This program open-sourced the firmware and hardware for
public use and created a wiki and software repository. Next, the team solicited proposals
from the academic community and made merit based awards of small batches of WISPs and
RFID readers. To date, over 300 WISPs have been donated to over 50 research groups and
universities around the world. Thus far, 50 publications have been produced by the WISP
community. Applications range from RFID encryption, activity inference, sleep monitoring
and evaluation, implanted medical devices, and many others.
8.3
8.3.1

Future Work
Adaptive Impedance Matching Rectifier

One of the most significant problems facing the widespread use of magnetically coupled
resonators for wireless power transfer in uncontrolled environments is the issue of regulatory
compliance. For this reason, it is desirable for the system to operate in a narrow frequency
band, rather than in a wider frequency band used in the adaptive frequency tuning method
previously described in chapter 3.6. For example, one might want the wireless power system
to stay inside one of the dedicated Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands. One
key fact is that when magnetically coupled resonators are driven at a fixed frequency their
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output impedance will vary as a function of distance (i.e. k23 coupling). To accomplish fixed
frequency operation, I propose to design and build an RF rectifier capable of dynamically
adjusting its input impedance to match changes in the coils’ output impedance.
In the adaptive frequency tuning work, we were e↵ectively retuning the operating frequency to a point where the input impedance of the coils was 50 ⌦, which resulted in optimal
power transfer. Further mathematical analysis has shown that when operating at a fixed
frequency, the output impedance of magnetically coupled resonators changes as a function
of distance (i.e. k23 coupling). Thus, frequency tuning a system of fixed loads is analogous
to impedance tuning a system driven at a fixed frequency. One caveat is that impedance
tuning alone may not be able to produce maximum efficiency at very close ranges for all
types of coil configurations. This is because at short transmitter to receiver distances the
k23 coupling may be so large that it forces the target load impedance to be very close to
zero ohms (0 ⌦), which may not be practical to achieve.
Therefore, in order to develop a wireless power system using magnetically coupled resonators that operates at a fixed frequency, it is necessary to control the input impedance
of the rectifier. In order to control the input impedance of the rectifier, the ratio of the
output voltage and current (i.e. impedance) that is drawn o↵ the rectifier must be properly
controlled. Thus, I propose an active impedance matching rectifier that will control its
input impedance to optimize the source to load power transfer efficiency.
A diagram of the matching rectifier is shown in figure 8.1. Starting from the left, the
WREL system is represented by a RF source with variable output impedance. It should be
noted that, for a system with symmetric transmit and receive coils, the output impedance
variations are purely real, as shown on the Smith Chart pop out. Next, the rectification
stage will demonstrate load and source dependencies as described above. To address this
issue, an adaptive impedance matching circuit is added. The topology of this circuit is
made up of a feed forward buck converter. By varying the duty cycle of the converter,
the ratio of voltage to current that is pulled o↵ of the rectifier will be changed. Buck
converters are typically used for voltage regulation, but can be thought of as a non-linear
impedance matching circuits. The active impedance matching circuit will deliver maximum
power transfer from the output of the WREL system to the next stage, but the voltage
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Figure 8.1: The proposed method uses an active feed forward buck converter and microcontroller to control the input impedance of the enhanced rectifier.
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will be unregulated. The final power conversion state is to regulate the voltage for the load
application.

8.3.2

Wirelessly Powered Ventricular Assist Device using WREL

A compelling application area for the Wireless Resonant Energy Link (WREL) project is
powering implanted medical devices. WREL has the advantage that it can transfer large
amounts of power safely and efficiently over short distances. Plus, it can adapt to changes
in the environment, such as the patient moving orientation or position. One application
that is being pursued is wirelessly powered ventricular assist devices (VAD), which are used
to help a damaged heart pump blood.
Ventricular assist device (VAD) therapy has significantly improved patient outcomes
by technological innovations based on smaller, frictionless, single moving part pumps that
have overcome the failures associated with earlier larger and more complicated models.
However, the continued presence of drive-lines (which are the wires that exit the body)
undermines the full potential these newer VADs can o↵er. Drive-lines are well recognized as
a source for infection, increased morbidity, re-hospitalizations, and limit the movement that
patients demand and deserve. Older, inductive based technologies used for wireless power
are hampered by a short range of a few millimeters, alignment issues, and poor efficiency.
Figure 8.2 shows a sketch of the VAD connected to a patients heart. In this scenario,
the drive-line has been replaced with the WREL system, allowing for a completely wireless
and fully implanted solution.
Figure 8.3 shows the experimental set-up (panel A) consisting of the transmit unit made
up of a single turn drive loop and multi-turn spiral coil. The transmitter is driven by an
power amplifier (not shown) capable of automatic frequency tunning. The receiver loop
and coil drive an RF-DC rectifier to convert the oscillating 13.56 MHz RF signal at to DC
power, which is used to directly power the heart pump and/or to charge a back-up battery
that would be implanted in the body. A battery clip was modified to accept power from the
regulator (figure 8.3 panel B). The axial pump was set at 9400 rpms before being connected
to the above system without any batteries and submerged in water. A series of 240 samples
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Figure 8.2: Sketch of the patient with a ventricular assist device wirelessly powered by a
WREL system.

at 15 second intervals were collected at F=13.43 MHz and RF gain=2900.
The system ran the pump without any interruptions or failure of the circuitry. The
pump worked without interruption even when the receiving coil diameter was reduced to
4.3cm (figure 8.3 panel C). The coil efficiency was 91.8%, the system efficiency was 79.2%,
and the rectifier efficiency was 86.2%.
The WREL principle a↵ords an exciting avenue to make a totally implantable VAD with
the ability to power the device at a distance. The advantage of this system over the older
induction based technology, is that it works totally tether free, which can have significant
implications for reducing adverse events and improving the quality of life for the patient.
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Figure 8.3: A: Experimental set up with transmitting and receiving coil, note the pump
is in continuous operation. B: Modified battery clip held in place by a clamp, with the
RF-DC rectifier mounted directly on the top and output connected to the pump controller.
C: Depicts a small inner coil mounted on a PC board (4.3 cm in diameter) that was used
to power the pump.
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